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The Turyayantraprakāśa of Bhūdhara:

Chapters One to Ten

SaKHYa∗

I Introduction

I.0.1 The quadrant (Sanskrit: tur̄ıya-yantra, turya-yantra, turyagola-yantra ) is a

graduated quarter circle with which the altitude of a heavenly body can be measured.

The sine quadrant carries, in addition, a series of lines running parallel to one or

both the radii. These parallel lines allow us to convert the angle of altitude into the

corresponding sine and cosine and to solve trigonometric problems graphically. It is

difficult to say when and where the simple quadrant was invented. In his Almagest,

Ptolemy describes a simple quadrant in connection with what came to be known in

later times as the ‘Mural Quadrant’ which is set up on the north-south line and is

used to measure the latitude of the locality and the obliquity of the ecliptic.1

The quadrant is mentioned for the first time in India by Brahmagupta in his

Brāhmasphut.asiddhānta (AD 628) where he describes the construction and use of

several astronomical instruments.2 Of these, the cakra (circle), dhanus (semi-circle)

and turyagola (quadrant) are closely related in shape and function. Cakra is a

circular wooden plate with its circumference graduated into 360 degrees, dhanus is

its half, and turyagola the quarter. In all the three, a perforation is made at the

center into which a peg is inserted like an axis, and also a plumb-line is suspended

from the center. These instruments are so held towards the sun that the axis throws a

shadow on the circumference. Then the arc intercepted between the nadir (indicated

∗SaKHYa, which means ‘friendship’ in Sanskrit, is an acronym that refers to the study group

consisting of Sreeramula Rajeswara Sarma, Takanori Kusuba, Takao Hayashi, and Michio Yano.
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1Cf. G. J. Toomer, Ptolemy’s Almagest (translated and annotated), New York 1984, Book I,

Chapter 12, pp. 62-63; see also Fig. D on p. 62.

2Cf. Sreeramula Rajeswara Sarma, ‘Astronomical Instruments in Brahmagupta’s Brāhma-

sphut.asiddhānta,’ Indian Historical Review, 13 (1986-87), 63-74; reprinted in pp. 47-63 of Sreera-

mula Rajeswara Sarma, The Archaic and The Exotic: Studies in the History of Indian Astronomical

Instruments, New Delhi: Manohar, 2008. See also Yukio Ôhashi, ‘Astronomical Instruments in

Classical Siddhāntas,’ Indian Journal of History of Science 29(2), 1994, 155-313.
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by the plumb-line) and the shadow is the zenith-distance. Brahmagupta prefers the

semi-circular variety, for he explains all functions in connection with dhanus and

adds that the same can be done with turyagola:

The Turya-golaka-yantra is [constituted by] a half of the Dhanur [-yantra]. It is marked

with ninety degrees; as in the Dhanur [-yantra], here also [can be determined the time

in] ghat.ikās, the degrees of the zenith-distance (natām. śa ), the degrees of altitude (un-

natām. śa ), the distance between two planets (grahāntara ) and other [parameters].1

Brahmagupta’s successors show a marked preference for the cakra, presumably

because it has the ideal shape; the quadrant is not mentioned by Lalla (8th century)

in his Śis.yadh̄ıvr.ddhidatantra or by Śr̄ıpati in his Siddhāntaśekhara of 1039, while

the dhanus is ignored by Bhāskara II in his Siddhāntaśiroman. i of 1150.

I.0.2 The sine quadrant (Arabic: rubc al-mujayyab) was developed in Baghdad in

the ninth century. François Charette and Petra G. Schmidl convincingly argue that

the earliest Arabic text bearing the title ‘The construction of a quadrant with which

the sine, the declination and the hours of daylight that elapsed can be determined’

was authored by the famous al-Khwārizmı̄ himself.2 In view of its advantages, the

sine quadrant began to be incorporated on the back of the astrolabes.

Along with the astrolabe, the sine quadrant appears to have been transmitted

to India from the Islamic world sometime in the early medieval period. While the

astrolabe, the Islamic instrument par excellence, was received as the yantrarāja,

‘king of astronomical instruments,’ the sine quadrant, because of its usefulness in

solving trigonometric problems graphically, was also absorbed into the repertoire of

Indian astronomical instruments.3

I.0.3 In India Padmanābha is the first to describe the sine quadrant in his Dhruva-

bhraman. ādhikāra of 1423. On the reverse side of the Dhurvabhrama-yantra, which

he designed for night time measurements, he incorporated the sine quadrant for

1Brāhmasphut.asiddhānta 22.17:

aEŋktm\fnv(yA Dn� qo_D� t� ygolk\ y�/m̂ ।
GEVkAntonntA\fg}hA�trAdy\ Dn� vEdh ॥ 17॥

2Cf. François Charette & Petra G. Schmidl, ‘al-Khwārizmı̄ and Practical Astronomy in Ninth-

Century Baghdad. The Earliest Extant Corpus of Texts in Arabic on the Astrolabe and other

Portable Instruments,’ SCIAMVS 5 (2004), 101-98, esp. 154-55 and 179-81.

3For beautiful photos of specimens of the yantrarāja and the quadrant, see respectively pp.

198-201 and pp. 204-08 in: David Pingree, Eastern Astrolabes, Historic scientific instruments of

the Adler Planetarium & Astronomy Museum, vol. 2, Chicago: Adler Planetarium & Astronomy

Museum, 2009.
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daytime observations.1

Subsequently the sine quadrant was discussed by several writers, such as Jñāna-

rāja in his Siddhāntasundara of 1503, Kamalākara in his Siddhāntatattvaviveka of

1568, Cakradhara in his Yantracintāman. i composed before 1621, Bhūdhara in his

Turyayantraprakāśa of ca. 1572 and Nandarāma in his Yantrasāra of 1771. Of these,

Cakradhara’s Yantracintāman. i and Bhūdhara’s Turyayantraprakāśa are exclusively

devoted to the sine quadrant.

Cakradhara, son of Vāmana, composed the Yantracintāman. i together with a

commentary called Vivaran. a. He does not mention the date of his composition, but

the work is referred to by name and cited by Nr.sim. ha Daivajña of Kāś̄ı in 1621

in his commentary on Bhāskarācārya’s Siddhāntaśiroman. i.
2 Therefore, the Yantra-

cintāman. i must have been written sometime between 1423 and 1621, probably in the

sixteenth century. Cakradhara coined a special name Yantracintāman. i (lit. ‘wishing

gem of an instrument’) for the sine quadrant, but this name did not catch on as

Mahendra Sūri’s name Yantrarāja for the astrolabe did. Like the ordinary quadrant,

the sine quadrant also continued to be referred to as tur̄ıya-yantra or turya-yantra.

The Yantracintāman. i is a slender text of just 26 verses. Cakradhara asserts that

his work, though small, carries much substance:

I shall teach an instrument which does not require mathematical calculations (gan. itā-

napeks.ya ), which can quickly determine the time and other elements (samayādikānām

āśuprabodham. ) and which makes use of principles that have never been used before

(apūrvayukti ). [My work], though small (alpa ), carries much substance (analpakārtha ),

[is composed in] fine verses and dispels the darkness of ignorance. Those who understand

[the use of] this instrument in all the details will understand the whole range of the best

mathematical astronomy.3

The Yantracintāman. i enjoyed great popularity. Besides the author’s own Viva-

ran. a, two other commentaries are extant: Yantrad̄ıpikā by Rāma Daivajña (ca.

1Cf. Sreeramula Rajeswara Sarma, ‘The Dhruvabhrama-Yantra of Padmanābha,’ Sam. skr. ta-

vimarśah. , Journal of Rashtriya Sanskrit Sansthan, World Sanskrit Conference Special, 6 (2012),

321-43. See also Yukio Ôhashi, ‘Early History of the Astrolabe in India,’ Indian Journal of History

of Science 32(3), 1997, 199-295, which contains a critical edition, translation and commentary of

Padmanābha’s Yantrarājādhikāra on the southern astrolabe.

2Cf. Bhāskarācārya, Siddhāntaśiroman. i, with his own Vāsanā and the Vārttika by Nr.sim. ha

Daivajña, ed. Murali Dhara Caturveda, Sampurnanand Sanskrit University, Varanasi 1981, p. 456.

3Yantracintāman. i 1cd-2:

y�/\ prv#y� gEZtAnp�#ymAf� prboD\ smyAEdkAnAm̂ ॥ 1cd॥
ap� vy� ktySpmnSpkAT� sdv� ttmâAntmo_phAEr ।
EvdE�t y� y�/Emd\ sB�d\ p[yE�t t�_éy\ gEZt\ sm-tm̂ ॥ 2॥
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1625) and Turyayantropapatti or Yantracintāman. i-sūtrān. ām upapatti by Dādābhā̄ı

(ca. 1719). Moreover, some 90 manuscript copies of this work are known to exist.1

I.1.1 Bhūdhara also composed an exclusive text on the sine quadrant with the title

Turyayantraprakāśa.2 Besides this work, three commentaries by him are known, viz.,

the Sūryasiddhāntavivaran. a on the Sūryasiddhānta, Mañjar̄ı on the Svarodaya of

unknown authorship and Sodāharan. alaghumānasa on the Laghumānasa of Muñjāla.3

At the beginning of the Turyayantraprakāśa and also at the beginning of the

Sūryasiddhāntavivaran. a, Bhūdhara informs us that he is a resident of Kāmpilya on

the banks of the river Ganga. This city, known from the times of the Mahābhārata,

survives as the modern Kampil (27◦ 37′ 12′′ N; 79◦ 16′ 48′′ E), a small town on the

banks of the Ganga in the state of Uttar Pradesh. It is also sacred to the Jainas as

the birth place of Vimalanātha, the thirteenth T̄ırthaṅkara.

Bhūdhara belonged to the Bhāradvāja-gotra. His grandfather’s name is variously

mentioned as Khemaśarman or Somaśarman.4 His father Devadatta was said to have

been honoured by King Jalāl al-Dı̄n Akbar (r. 1556-1605).

I.1.2 Bhūdhara’s commentary on the Sūryasiddhānta was composed in 1572. But

no date is mentioned in the Turyayantraprakāśa. In this work, he mentions that

his father Devadatta was honoured by Akbar. But this fact is not mentioned in his

commentary on the Sūryasiddhānta. Therefore, it is likely that Devadatta was hon-

oured by Akbar sometime after 1572 and that the Turyayantraprakāśa was composed

thereafter. The Sūryasiddhāntavivaran. a commences as follows:5

kAEMpSy� s� rEs�D� b�D� rtV� >yoEtEvdAmg}ZFr̂
BArdvAjk� l�_ml� smBvt̂ �FsomfmAhvy, ।
t(p� /o n� pv� �dvE�dtpd, �Fd�vdttAEBD,
kF(yA Enmlyo>>vlA, smtnody, pEŋkts\HyA Edf, ॥ 2॥
B� Dr, t(s� t, s� yEs�A�t\ Evv� ZoMyhm̂ ।

1David Pingree, Census of the Exact Sciences in Sanskrit, Philadelphia 1970ff [henceforth

CESS], 3, 36-37; 4, 88; 5, 103-04.

2Ibid., 4, 331-32.

3Ibid., 5, 265, mentions a Bhūdharasārin. ı̄ by Bhūdhara; Śam. kara Bālakr.s.n. a Dı̄ks.ita, Bhārat̄ıya

Jyotis.a, Hindi translation by Śivanātha Jhārakhan.d. ı̄, second edition, Lucknow 1963, p. 625, refers

to a commentary by a Bhūdhara on the Narapatijayacaryā. It cannot be ascertained whether these

Bhūdharas are identical with the Bhūdhara of Kāmpilya.

4In the two manuscript copies of the Turyayantraprakāśa, the name is given as Khemaśarman,

so also in a manuscript of the commentary on the Sūryasiddhānta which was consulted by K. S.

Shukla. However, in another manuscript of the same work, the name occurs as Somaśarman; cf.

CESS 4, 332. Khemaśarman is a vernacular form of the Sanskrit Ks.emaśarman.

5Cited in CESS 4, 332.
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g� !ZA\ pAdy� glkmlB}mrAEyt, ॥ 3॥ 1

In Kāmpilya, [situated] on the beautiful/curved banks of the divine river [Gaṅgā], in

the pure Bhāradvāja clan [was born] the illustrious Somaśarman who was the foremost

among the astronomers/astrologers. His son Devadatta, whose feet were worshipped by

hosts of kings, brightened the ten directions with his spotless fame. I, his son Bhūdhara,

elucidate the Sūryasiddhānta, having become a bee at the pair of lotus feet of the teach-

ers/elders.

I.1.3 The commentary on the Laghumānasa of Muñjāla (or Mañjula) is preserved

in a unique manuscript in the Sampurnanand Sanskrit University at Varanasi (serial

no. 36944 and accession no. 2970).2 This manuscript is incomplete and breaks off

after verse 27 of chapter 3 (Tripraśnādhikāra). The name of the commentator is not

available in the manuscript. But from the contents of the commentary, K. S. Shukla

concludes that it must be Bhūdhara, because all the calculations in chapter 3 are

made for the city of Kāmpilya and because the calculation of ahargan. a in chapter 1

is made for ‘Wednesday noon, the 15th tithi in the light fortnight of Ās.ād. ha in Śaka

1494 (corresponding to June 25, A.D. 1572)’ just as Bhūdhara’s commentary on the

Sūryasiddhānta calculates the ahargan. a ‘for the 15th tithi of the light fortnight of

Ās.āha, Śaka 1494.’ Therefore, this commentary on the Laghumānasa also must have

been composed at about the same time as the commentary on the Sūryasiddhānta,

i.e., ca. 1572.

I.1.4 Bhūdhara’s Turyayantraprakāśa is rather a large work, consisting of 265

verses distributed into 21 short chapters of uneven length. The text is available in

the following two manuscripts:

• V: Varanasi, Sampurnanand Sanskrit University, No. 35097.

• B: Baroda, Oriental Institute, Baroda, No. 12828;3 it is incomplete, breaks off

at 13.13.4

1In the Mañjar̄ı, verse 2 is the same as verse 2 in the Sūryasiddhāntavivaran. a, but verse 3 is

slightly altered:

g� !ZA\ pAdy� glkmlB}mrAEyt, ।
B� Dr, [sic!] t(s� t, �FmA�yTAâAn\ tno(yd, ॥ 3॥

Cf. CESS 4, 332.

2Cf. K. S. Shukla, A Critical Edition of the Laghumānasa of Mañjula, Indian National Science

Academy, New Delhi 1990, pp. 38-40. This commentary is not noticed in the CESS.

3In the catalogue it is wrongly attributed to Bhāskara Daivajña, son of Devadatta Daivajña.

4In this manuscript, the verses of the first four chapters are numbered continuously from 1 to

69, but in the remaining chapters, consecutive numbers are given to the verses separately in each

chapter.
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Both these manuscripts appear to have been copied from the same or similar

defective source and exhibit the same lacunae. Lacunae are noticeable, in particular,

in chapter 1 which ends in a half verse. In 1.4, the word for ‘son’ is missing. In

1.7-14ab, where the construction of the sine quadrant is explained and the technical

terms for the different parts of the instruments are introduced, the definition of the

term mr.gāsya, which occurs very often later, is missing. Moreover, the titles of

chapters 3, 4, 6 and 14 are not mentioned in the two manuscripts.

Contents of the Turyayantraprakāśa

No Chapter Titles Vv

1 Yantraracanādhyāya Construction of the instrument 17

2 Unnatām. śavedhavicāra Measuring the altitude 2

3 [Dhanurjyāśaravicāra] [Arc, chord and arrow] 35

4 [Madhyonnatām. śavicāra] [Meridian altitude of the sun] 13

5 Krāntivicāra Declination 9

6 [Arkām. śavicāra] [Solar longitude] 9

7 Aks.ām. śavicāra Terrestrial latitude 10

8 Chāyāvicāra Shadow of the gnomon 17

9 Sūryonnatām. śavicāra Altitude of the sun 5

10 Divasarātrivicāra Length of the day and the night 6

11 Madhyāhnāvadhyavaśis.t.adina-

vr.ttavicāra

Diurnal circle remaining up to

midday

31

12 Unnatām. śavicāra Altitude 7

13 Unnatām. aśajñāna Knowledge of the altitude 9

14 [Digam. śajñāna] [Knowledge of the azimuth] 18

15 Digjyājñāna Azimuth cosine 12

16 Horādijñāna Horā and other matters 7

17 Sandhyākālajñāna Time of the twilight 5

18 Tattaddiksthadeśajñāna Localities situated in different di-

rections

15

19 Lagnamānajñāna Measure of the ascendant 14

20 Lagnaprakāra Method of the ascendant 12

21 Parvatādyunnatijñāna Heights of mountains and others 12

Besides the lacunae, Bhūdhara’s use of some technical terms is rather unusual:

he employs kramajyā in the sense of horizontal parallel as against the conventional

meaning of ‘sine’, utkramajyā in the sense of ‘vertical parallel’ as against ‘versed sine’,

ghat.ı̄ and pala in the sense of the degree and minute of arc respectively whereas tra-

ditionally these terms denoted the well-known sexagesimal units of time. Attention

has been drawn to these peculiar usages at the appropriate places in our commen-

tary.
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II Text and Translation

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Conventions and signs . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

◦ Following manuscript V, we give a set of consecutive numbers to the verses

separately in each chapter but supply the chapter number before each verse

number for easy reference.

◦ The symbol ∀ in the text indicates the beginning of a new page of the

manuscripts; the manuscript and the page are specified in the margin.

◦ The abbreviation ‘Em’ in the apparatus means our suggestion of emendation

without a support of manuscripts.

◦ A double slash with a subscript, //n, in the translation indicates the end of

the translation of verse n. It should however be noted that a sentence some-

times continues in the next verse and, due to the syntactical difference between

Sanskrit and English, we were not always successful in strictly separating the

translations of the two consecutive verses.

◦ A pair of brackets, [ ], indicates the word(s) added to the translation to complete

the syntax of the sentence; a pair of parentheses, ( ), encloses either the original

Sanskrit word(s) or our explanation of the immediately preceding word(s).

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

B� DrEvrEct, t� yy�/prkAf,
∀�FgZ�fAy nm, । 1 V1b,

B1b
Salutation to the auspicious Gan. eśa!

II.1 Chapter One: Construction of the instrument

aE-t fMBo, pd\ B&y\ kAEMpSyp� VB�dnm̂ ।
ulls>jAhnvFlolkllol{, pAvnFk� tm̂ ॥ 1�1॥
t/AgZ�yg� EZnAmg}ZFgZkottm, । 2

d�vdtt iEt HyAt, K�mfmA(mjo_Bvt̂ ॥ 1�2॥
>yoEtEvdyAn� BAv�n y�n jllAldFn� p, ।
vfvtFk� t-tAd� k̂ c�vtF mhFB� jAm̂ ॥ 1�3॥ 3

t-y B� DrnAm�Et yfolE¿tB� Dr, ।
aAsFdf�qd{vâf�KrAkSpv�qBAk̂ ॥ 1�4॥

1B: ao\ -vE-t Es�\ ॥ ao\ �FgZ�fAy nm, ao\ nmo Bgvt� vAs� d�vAy nm, ॥ ao\
2B: gZkOttm,
3B: vfvttA B: mEh�
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There is a city [called] Kāmpilya, the auspicious abode of Śiva, which is sanctified

by the tossing waves of the river Gaṅgā.//1 There lived the son of Khemaśarman,

who was known [by the name] Devadatta, the foremost among those with countless

virtues and an excellent astronomer,//2 who, through the power of [his knowledge

of] the astral science, captivated [the heart of] such an overlord of the [vassal] kings

as the King Jalāl al-Dı̄n [Akbar].//3 He had [a son 1] by name Bhūdhara, who by his

fame crossed the mountains (whose fame reached far and wide) and who possessed

an appearance which is like an ornament on the diadem of all astronomers.//4

pr�Z BA-kr�Z�v n(vA BA-krmF�rm̂ ।
t� yy�/prkAfo_y\ t�n tAv(prkA[yt� ॥ 1�5॥
yo_y\ >yoEtEvdAcAy{rprAptsrEZ∀�m, । B2a

so_ym� (kE�Wt{, k�WABrZFE�ytA\ b� D{, ॥ 1�6॥

After paying obeisance to the sun and to Śiva, he (i.e. Bhūdhara) brings to light

the Turya-yantra-prakāśa, as if he were another sun himself.//5 This procedure

(saran. i-krama ) [of instrumentation] which was unknown to the [previous] masters

of astral science may now be welcomed (lit. may be made the neck ornament) by

the eager scholars.//6

ek�n Dn� qA &yAsdvy�n pErv�E£t, ।
p� Zv� ttct� TA�f-t� y∀y�/ itFyt� ॥ 1�7॥ V2a

s� yonntA\fEvâAn\ Dn� q-t/ jAyt� । 2

-TAEpt� Dn� q, p� ¤� -vs�m� KmTAVEn, ॥ 1�8॥ 3

aps&ykr� l`nA kAm�k-yAEdzQyt� ।
s&yh-tAg}s\sktA t-yA�t, proQyt� b� D{, ॥ 1�9॥ 4

kAm�k-yAEdmAr<y r�KA pE�mp� vyo, ।
a�tmAr<y r�KA t� dE"ZottryomtA ॥ 1�10॥
k��dý� r�KAdvy-yAEdEvâ�yo_�t� kAm�k� । 5

Dn� r�tmTAr<y Dn� rAdyAvED �mAt̂ ॥ 1�11॥
smA nvEtBAgA, -y� , pÑ qX̂ vA td�tr� । 6

yA r�KA, sE�t tAsAm=y� pyo∀go_/ Evdyt� ॥ 1�12॥ B2b

p� vpE�mr�KAt, qE£r�KA, smAcr�t̂ ।

1Strangely the word for son is missing in this verse. The long attribute in the second half is

also very strange.

2B: s� yOnntA\�
3B: p� £�
4B: t-yA\t
5B: k�\dý
6B: BAgA
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evm�v �m>yA� Evd@yA(qE£s\HyyA ॥ 1�13॥
dE"Zottrr�KAto y�/â, kAm�kAvED । 1

The quarter of a full circle which is encompassed by one arc (dhanus ) and two

[half] diameters (vyāsa ) is called the quadrant (turya-yantra ). //7 There one obtains

the knowledge of the sun’s altitude (unnatām. śa ) from the arc. When the back (i.e.,

surface) of the arc is placed [horizontally] in front of oneself, the extremity of the

arc//8 which is held in the right hand is called the beginning of the arc; that which is

held by the left hand is called its end by the learned.//9 The line from the beginning

of the arc [up to the center] is regarded as the west-east line and the line from the

end of the arc [up to the center] the south-north line.//10 It should be known that

both the lines have their starting point at the center (kendra ) [of the quadrant]

and their termination at the arc. Now, starting from the end of the arc up to

its beginning,//11 there should be 90 equal divisions. Those lines [of division] at

intervals of five or six [divisions, i.e., degrees] have their own use.//12 From the

east-west line, he should draw sixty [vertical parallel] lines. Likewise, he should

draw sixty horizontal [parallel] lines (krama-jyā, lit. ‘regular chords’)//13 from the

south-north line up to the arc, he who knows the instruments (yantrajña ).

k��dý s\EnEht� ECdý� s� /\ s� #mtr\ d� Ym̂ ॥ 1�14॥
-TApEy(vAT t∀-yA�t� bðFyAdg� zgolkm̂ । V2b

y�/AdbEh, prBA\ v���\ k� yA(k� Vdvy\ s� DF, ॥ 1�15॥
ek\ k��dý smFp-T\ Dn� ,sEnnEht\ prm̂ ।
k� VdvymEp EQCdý AE�vt\ k� vE�t k�cn ॥ 1�16॥ 2

k��dý Asnn� tT{kE-mE�vvr\ k� vt� pr� ।
t/ n"/v�D\ t� k�EcEQCdý� t� k� vt� ॥ 1�17॥
s\-TApyE�t nElkA\ k�Ec(k� Vsm-Tl� ॥ 1�18॥

In the hole at the center, a thin strong chord//14 should be affixed and a heavy

round weight (gurugolaka ) should be tied to its end. The intelligent man should

create, outside [perimeter of] the instrument, for observing the light [of a heavenly

body], two sighting vanes (kūt.a, lit. projection, or projecting bit),//15 one close to

the center and another close to the arc. Some persons endow both the sighting

vanes with holes.//16 Some [others] bore a hole only in the [sighting vane] close to

the center, and observe the stars through that hole [!].3//17 Some [others] attach a

sighting tube (nalikā ) at the same place (at the same level) in the [two] sighting

1B: dE"Z�ttr (ra in top margin)

2B: k� vFt
3It is absurd: something is wrong with the text.
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vanes (kūt.a-sama-sthale ).1//18

iEt t� yy�/prkAf� y�/rcnAEvcArA@yAy, ॥ 2

Thus the [first] chapter in the Turyayantraprakāśa, the deliberation on the con-

struction of the instrument.

II.2 Chapter Two: Measuring the altitude

s� yonntA\f∀v�DAy D� (vA y�/\ krdvy� । B3a

s� yAEBm� KmADAy k� V\ k��dý smFpgm̂ ॥ 2�1॥
tTA EnjB� j-yAg}\ cAly�dgZkAg}ZF, ।
yTA ECdý dvy-yA�t, pt�(prABAkrF prBA ॥ 2�2॥
ev\ y�/� pt�(s� /\ t/ Echn\ smAcr�t̂ । 3

EchnAvED Dn� ,prA�tAd\fA, s� yonntA\fkA, ॥ 2�3॥ 4

For observing the sun’s altitude degrees, having held the instrument (yantra )5 in

both the hands in such a way that the sighting vane near the center is towards the

sun,//1 the foremost astronomer should move the tip of his arm in such a way that

the sun’s ray passes through both the holes.//2 [Having done] so, he should make a

mark on the point on the arc where the plumb-line falls. The degrees from the end

[of the arc] up to that mark are the sun’s altitude degrees.//3

iEt t� yy�/prkAf� s� yonntA\fv�DEvcArA@yAyo EdvtFy, ॥ 6

Thus the second chapter in the Turyayantraprakāśa, the deliberation on the mea-

surement of the sun’s altitude in degrees.

II.3 Chapter Three: Arc, chord and arrow

∀yAv�t, kAm�k-yA\fA Bv�y� Dn� rAEdt, । V3a

tAvd\fo(Tr�KA yA dE"Zottrr�KyA ॥ 3�1॥
EmEltA s{v t-y{v Dn� qo >yA b� D{mtA । 7

ev\ Dn� Eq EvâAt� >yAâAn\ Evd� qA\ Bv�t̂ ॥ 3�2॥

1Here also the text is not properly transmitted; the chapter ends in the middle of the verse.

2V: rcnA@yAy,
3Em: y/
4B: �d\fA
5Throughout the text Bhūdhara refers to the sine quadrant as yantra.

6V: iEt unntA\fEvDEvcAr, ॥ 2॥ B: EvvArA B treats this line as ॥ 22॥
7V: >yo
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From the beginning of the arc [up to a given point], as many degrees of arc there

are, the line that arises from so many degrees and is merged with (i.e., mapped or

projected onto) the south-north line//1 is considered by the learned as the chord

(i.e., Rsine) of that arc. In this manner, when [the measure of] the arc is known,

the scholar will know the corresponding chord [graphically].//2

ydyoEjt\ y(sAfFEtftBAgEm∀t\ Bv�t̂ । B3b

tttdA dFGDn� qo >yA -yAttllG� kAm�km̂ ॥ 3�3॥ 1

When a certain [arc], united with another [arc], measures 180, then the Rsine of

the greater arc will be [obtained] from that smaller arc.//3

dE"Zottrr�KAyA yAv�t, k��dý to_\fkA, । 2

tAvd\fo(Tr�KA >yA y/ cAp�n s\gtA ॥ 3�4॥
t/ cApAEdto BAgA y� -y� -tAvE�mt\ Dn� , । 3

t-y >yA sA Bv�d�v\ >yAâAn� âAyt� Dn� , ॥ 3�5॥ 4

Where the Rsine, which is the line that arises from so many degrees as those of [a

certain portion of] the south-north line from the center, meets the arc,//4 from the

beginning of the arc, as many degrees [of arc] there are [up to that point], by so many

[degrees] the arc is measured; the Rsine of that [arc] shall be that [Rsine given]. Thus

when the Rsine is known, the [corresponding] arc can be known [graphically].//5

i(T\ nv(y\fDn� >yA q÷\fEmtA Bv�t̂ । 5

�y� nAEDk(v� jAnFyA(k� (vA /{rAEfk\ b� D, ॥ 3�6॥ 6

In this manner, the Rsine of the arc of 90 degrees will be measured by 60 degrees

(or parts) [on the south-north line]. When [the arc is] less or more [than any one of

the graduations on the rim], the wise should know [the Rsine not graphically but]

by calculating with the Rule of Three (i.e., by linear interpolation).//6

1Em: tllG� kAm�kAt̂
2B: yAv\t
3B: vApA�
4B: Bv�dd�v\
5B: i-y\
6B: �(k� (pA
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v� tt� t� yA�f ev >yA EvâAtA y�/koEvd{, ।
v� ttAD� p� Zv� tt� c -P� V\ jFvA n Evdyt� ॥ 3�7॥ 1

sAfFEtftBAgon\ nv(y\fAEDk\ Dn� , । 2
∀pA(y\ sAfFEtftk� yEQC£\ kAm�k\ Bv�t̂ ॥ 3�8॥ 3 V3b

KA£{kA\fA 180 ∀EDk\ cAp\ KAEdý n�/�q� 270 pAty�t̂ । 4 B4a

tto_EDk\ KqX̂vEhn 360 m@y� fo@y\ Dn� Bv�t̂ ॥ 3�9॥ 5

upyogo_/ t-yAEp t� yy�/� EnzQyt� ।

The Rsine (j̄ıvā ) of only the quarter of a circle is known to the experts on the

instruments. For a semi-circle or full circle, there is no apparent (sphut.ā ) Rsine

(j̄ıvā ).//7 The arc less than 180 degrees and greater than 90 degrees should be

subtracted (pātyam. ) from 180.6 The remainder is [treated as the degrees of the

actual] arc.//8 The arc greater than 180 degrees should be subtracted from 270. The

[arc] still greater than that (270) should be subtracted from 360. Let [the remainder]

be [treated as the actual] arc.//9 Its application here in the sine quadrant will be

explained [below].

aAEdmAr<y Dn� qo y� BAgA, -y� -td\fjA ॥ 3�10॥ 7

r�KA y�/gtA p� vAprr�KA\ smAE�qn̂ । 8

t/ r�KA�tto BAgA y� -y� -tAvE�mt, fr, ॥ 3�11॥ 9

Bv�tt-y{v Dn� qo EvdyAd�v\ s� DF, frm̂ ।

Starting from the beginning of the arc, as many degrees as there are [up to a

point],//10 the [vertical] line (rekhā) arising from there on the instrument (yantra-

gatā ) touches the east-west line (pūrvāpara-rekhā ); the units from the end of

the [east-west] line up to there, will be the measure of the versed sine (śara, lit.

‘arrow’)//11 of the very same arc. Thus the intelligent man should know the versed

sine.

1Em: -P� VA jFvA
2V: �BAgon B: �fAEdk\
3B: pA(yA\fAfFEt B: Bv{t̂
4V: EDk\ sAp\ qEdý (original khā is changed to s.a) B: EDk\ vA KAEdý � B: n�/� 170 q�
5B: vEhnm@y�
6The author uses the locative case for the minuend throughout this work.

7B: Dn� 	po B: BAgA B: �fjA,
8B: y/ B: �gtA, B: �KA, Em: smAE�q�t̂
9VB: BAgA, B: -y� ,-tA�
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Dn� nvEtBAg�<yo_EDk\ yEd Bv�ttdA ॥ 3�12॥ 1

nv(yEDks\HyAyA\ nvEt\ pAty�dT । 2

f�q-y Dn� qo jFvA kt&yA sA c qE£y� k̂ ॥ 3�13॥ 3

nv(y\fAEDk-y{v kAm�k-y fro Bv�t̂ ।

If the arc is greater than 90 degrees, then//12 90 should be subtracted from that

number which is greater than 90; for the remaining [part of the] arc, find out the

[half-]chord (j̄ıvā ). That increased by 60//13 will be the arrow (śara ) of the arc

which is greater than 90 degrees.

yAvd\f{, pErEmt, fr, -yAttAvto_\fkAn̂ ॥ 3�14॥
p� vpE�mr�KA�tAdgZy�tt� td\fjA ।
u(�∀m>yA Dn� y/ yAvd\fEmt\ -p� f�t̂ ॥ 3�15॥ B4b
∀t/AEdmDn� 	koV�gEZt{-tAvd\fk{, । V4a

t-y bAZ-y tccAp\ Bv�EdEt EvEn�y, ॥ 3�16॥

As many units is the measure of the [given] arrow (śara ), so many units//14
should be counted off from the end of the east-west line [on the quadrant]. The

vertical line (utkrama-jyā ) that arises from those units touches an arc measured by

a certain number of degrees,//15 by so many degrees counted from the extremity

(beginning) of the original arc (i.e., arc of the sine quadrant) up to that point, the

arc of that arrow will be obtained. This is the rule.//16

ydA Bv�(qE£BAgAEDko bAZ-tdA (yj�t̂ । 4

qE£\ cAEDks\HyAyA\ yQC�q\ t� bB� v tt̂ ॥ 3�17॥ 5

�m>yA\ kSpy�nn� n\ sA �m>yA prAm� f�t̂ ।
dE"Zottrr�KAto yAvd\fEmt\ Dn� , ॥ 3�18॥ 6

tAvE�r\fk{r�v nv(yA s\y� t{Emtm̂ । 7

qE£BAgAEDk-y�qo, kAm�k\ EnE�t\ Bv�t̂ ॥ 3�19॥

When the [given] arrow is higher than 60 units, then 60 should be subtracted

from the higher number; what has remained//17 should be regarded as a horizontal

1B: Dn� tX
2B: nv(yAEDk
3B: sA v
4B: (y>y�t̂
5B: vAEDk� V: yC�q\
6B: yAv\d\�
7V: nv(yA\
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line (kramajyā ). Now, that horizontal line will touch an arc of as many degrees

measured from the south-north line,//18 by so many degrees, increased by 90, will

be determined the measure of the arc for the arrow greater than 60 units.//19

yAv�Ag\ Dn� -tAvdD>yA yAvtF Bv�t̂ ।
tAvtF Edvg� ZA t-y Dn� qo >yA�m� Qyt� ॥ 3�20॥ 1

The arc measures a certain number of degrees; the [corresponding] half-chord

(ardha-jyā ) has a certain measure; that much is said to be half of the chord of the

doubled arc.//20

yAv�t, kAm�k-yA\fA-tAv�to Dn� rAEdt, । 2

gZEy(vAT t/{v s� ∀/\ s\-TApy�dT ॥ 3�21॥ 3 B5a

dE"Zottrr�KAyAmAdy�t� ycc s\gtm̂ ।
v� ttAD� t-y r�KAyA\ yojy�Ecchns� /km̂ ॥ 3�22॥
tt, s� /� Dn� ,prA�t-TAEpt� Echns� /km̂ ।
dE"Zottrr�KAyA\ yAvd\fopErE-Ttm̂ ॥ 3�23॥
tAvd\fEmtA mOvF Dn� q-t-y jAyt� ।

As many degrees there are in a [given] arc, having counted so many degrees from

the beginning of the arc [on the sine quadrant], hold the cord at this point. Now,//21
set the cord with the mark, i.e., the cursor (cihna-sūtra ) on the line of the semi-

circle4 that meets the south-north line at its beginning and end.//22 Then, when

the cord is [rotated and] placed at the end of the arc, the cord with the cursor is

situated on as many units on the south-north line,//23 a chord having so many units

is obtained for that arc.

>yAskAfAdT Dn� âAt� EmQC�dydA tdA ॥ 3�24॥
∀p� vottr� t� r�KAyA\ p� v� s� /\ �ys�dT । 5 V4b

yAvd\fEmtA mOvF tAvd\fopEr �ys�t̂ ॥ 3�25॥
Echns� /\ p� nv�ttADr�KAyA\ Echns� /km̂ ।
s\yojy�ttt, s� /\ y/ cAp\ smAE�q�t̂ ॥ 3�26॥ 6

1Em: Edvg� EZt-y Dn� qo
2B: �-tAvto
3B: gZEy(vA=y
4In other words, put the cursor (called mr.gāsya ) at the intersection of the cord and the semi-

circle.

5V: p� vs� /\
6B: smAE�K�t̂, i.e. kha for s.a.
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t/AEdmDn� ,koV�yAv�to Dn� r\fkA, । 1

tAvd\fEmt\ t-yA jFvAyA, kAm�k\ Bv�t̂ ॥ 3�27॥

Now, if one wishes to know the arc from the chord,//24 he should first place the

cord upon the south-north line,2 and as many degrees as the chord (maurv̄ı ) has, on

so many degrees one should place//25 the cord with the cursor.3 Again he should

[rotate and] put the cord with the cursor on the line of the semicircle. Then, the

cord will touch the arc at a point,//26 to which place from the extremity of the

original arc there are as many degrees of the arc, the arc for that [given] chord will

be measured by so many degrees.//27

yAv∀�Ag\ Dn� -tAv�AgA�bAZAsnA�tt, । 4 B5b

s\HyAy t/ s� /\ c -TApEy(vA m� gA-ykm̂ ॥ 3�28॥ 5

v� ttADr�KAs\l`ns� /-TAn� Env�fy�t̂ ।
tt, prAcFnpA�A(yr�KopEr g� Z\ �ys�t̂ ॥ 3�29॥ 6

yE-m�BAg� m� gA-y\ tll`n\ tdvED �mAt̂ । 7

r�KA�tAdgZy�d�v\ yAv(s\HyA, -y� r\fkA, ॥ 3�30॥
jAyt� Dn� q-t-y tAvd\fEmt, fr, । 8

As many degrees are the measure of a [given] arc, after having counted so many de-

grees from the end of the arc and placed the cord there, the cursor (mr.gāsyaka )//28
should be moved to the point of the cord where it touches the line of the semicircle.

From that point, one should [rotate and] put the cord on the east-west line.//29
Whichever degree the cursor (mr.gāsya ) has touched, up to that point successively

from the end of the [east-west] line, one should count the degrees. Thus as many

degrees there are,//30 the arrow (śara ) of that arc will have a measure of so many

degrees.

aT prAcFprtFcFnr�KAyA\ yojy�dg� Zm̂ ॥ 3�31॥
yAv�Ag, fr-tAv�AgAvED Evc"Z, ।

1B: kOV�yA�
2Em: dE"Zottr� This emendation, however, does not resolve the mismatch of gender.

3In other words, one should fix the cursor on the cord.

4V: �snA\tt, B: �snAttt,
5B: s\HyAy t� t/ s� /\ -TApEy(vA
6B: prAcFnpAcFnp�A(y�
7B: yE-m�Ag�
8V: jAy\t�
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s\HyAy r�KAyA, prA�tA�m� gA-y\ t/ yojy�t̂ ॥ 3�32॥ 1

aT v� ttADr�KAyA\ yTA Et¤��m� gA-ykm̂ ।
tTA frAsn� s� /\ s\-TA=y Dn� qo_�tt, ॥ 3�33॥
∀s� /AEDE¤tBAgA�t\ gEZt� kAm�kA\fkA, । 2 V5a,

B6ayAv�t-tAvd\f\ -yAtt-y bAZ-y t�n� , ॥ 3�34॥ 3

Now, one should join the cord to the east-west line.//31 As many units the arrow

(śara ) has, having counted up to so many degrees from the end of the [east-west]

line, the learned should put the cursor (mr.gāsya ) there.//32 Now, one should stretch

the cord up to the arc in such a way that the cursor rests on the line of the semicircle;

from the end of the arc//33 up to the point occupied by the cord, when counted,

as many degrees of the arc there are, the arc for that arrow will have so many

degrees.//34

yAv�t, kAm�k-yA\fA Bv�y� -tAvt-(yj�t̂ ।
nv(yAmvEf£\ t(s\p� Z� kAm�k\ Bv�t̂ ॥ 3�35॥

As many degrees an arc may have, so many should be subtracted from ninety.

The remaining is [the measure of] its complementary arc (sam. pūrn. am. kārmukam. ,

lit. complete arc, implying ‘with this the arc of 90 degrees on the sine quadrant will

be complete’).//35

iEt t� y� t� tFyo_@yAy,॥ 4

Thus the third chapter in the Turya[-yantraprakāśa].

II.4 Chapter Four: Meridian altitude of the sun

m@yAhnsmysEnnEDmvgMy kr�Z y�/mAdAy ।
bh� fo rEvprBAyA v�D\ EvdDFt v�DEvEDbo�A ॥ 4�1॥ 5

y-mA�AgAdEDko BAgo BAgo cro n Bv�t̂ । 6

sEvt� , s ev m@yonntBAgo b� Dvr{bo@y, ॥ 4�2॥ 7

1B: s\HyAyA	prAtA�m� �
2B: �EDE£t
3V: �vd\f-y t-y B: �vd\prA-y t-y
4V om. iEt B: t� y,
5B: prBAyA, B: EvEDvO�A
6B: �EDko BAgo cro
7B: sEvt� s B: v� Dr{voE@y,
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Having understood that it is close to the time of midday, one, who has under-

stood the method of astronomical observation (vedha-vidhi-boddhā ), should hold the

instrument in his hand and make the observation of the sun’s light many times.//1
If no degree higher than a certain degree is [observed], and if [that] degree does not

vary, then that same [degree] should be understood by the excellent scholars as the

degree of the sun’s meridian altitude (madhyonnatabhāga ).//2

p� vAEBm� K\ yAt� [CAyA c�dvAmt, ptEt । 1

BAn� dE"ZEd?-T-tdAvgMyo_�yTottrAfA-T, ॥ 4�3॥
∀aT c�QCAyA n -yAttdA Efr,-To_vg�t&y, । 2 B6b

uttrto lŋkAyA v�dd� g"A\fkond�f�q� ॥ 4�4॥
v�dd� g"A\fEmt� d�f� BA-vAnn vAmto B}mEt । 3

tdEDkd�f�q� p� nn vAmto B}mEt n c m� Eð ॥ 4�5॥ 4

If, for one who proceeds facing the east, the sun’s shadow falls to the left, then

it should be understood that the sun is in the southern direction, otherwise in the

northern direction.//3 If there is no shadow, then it should be understood that [the

sun] is at the zenith (śirah. stha ) in the localities situated at latitudes lower than 24

degrees to the north of equator (laṅkā ).//4 In the locality situated at the latitude

of 24 degrees, the sun does not move towards the left; in the localities with higher

[latitudes] the sun neither moves towards the left nor is at the zenith.//5

a"A\fA yAv�to y/ -y� -tAvto nvEtm@y� । 5

(yktvAvEf£∀BAgA lMbA\fpdAEBD�ytA\ prAptA, ॥ 4�6॥ V5b

yAv�t, �A�(y\fA-tAvE�yoEjtA, kAyA, ।
yEd nvEt�y� nA, -y� -tdA t evA\fkA-t/ ॥ 4�7॥ 6

m@yonntBAgA, -y� dE"Zt�AEp BA-kro â�y, । 7

yEd nvEts\EmtA, -y� lMbA\fA, �AE�tBAgy� tA, ॥ 4�8॥ 8

â�yA-t ev m@yonntBAgA, EfrEs ∀BA-kro â�y, । 9 B7a

1B: BA-krmEBpryAt� ,CAyAc{dvAmt,
2VB: Efr-To
3B: vZd� �
4B: tdAEDk
5V: y/ -y� -tAv\to B: y/, -y� -tAvto
6B: �y� nA
7V: BAg, B: BAgA
8B: s\EmtA
9B: â�yA
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yEd nvt�rEDkA, -y� -tdAB}vs� vs� mtFq� s\(yktA, ॥ 4�9॥ 1

m@yonntA\fkA, -y� -t/ c tFv}A\f� zttrAfA-T, । 2

uttrgolEvhtEr EdnBtEr EvEDry\ bo@y, ॥ 4�10॥

As many are the degrees of latitude at a certain place, so many are subtracted

from 90; the remaining degrees shall be designated by the term ‘degrees of co-

latitude’ (lambām. śa, lit. ‘degrees of perpendicular’).//6 The [degrees of co-latitude]

should be increased by so many as many are the degrees of declination [of the sun].

If [the sum is] less than 90, then these degrees at that place//7 are the degrees of the

meridian altitude [of the sun]; it should also be known that the sun is in the south.

If the degrees of co-latitude increased by the degrees of declination are measured

by 90,//8 it should be known that the same [sum] is the degrees of the meridian

altitude and that the sun is at the zenith. If these are more than 90, then these are

subtracted from 180;//9 [the remainder] will be the degrees of the meridian altitude

and the sun will be in the northern direction. This must be understood as the

[proper] procedure when the sun is moving in the northern [hemi-]sphere.//10

aT dE"Zgol-T� sEvtEr lŋkAps&yd�f�q� । 3

p� vAEBEht\ sv� Evâ�y\ v{prF(y�n ॥ 4�11॥ 4

If the sun is in the southern [hemi-]sphere, all that has been said previously should

be known [here also but with the sun’s position] reversed, in localities which are to

the right (i.e., south) of the equator.//11

aEp c �A�t�BAgA EnpAEttA lMbBAg�q� । 5

m@yonntA\fkA, -y� , p� vvd�yo EvED, sv, ॥ 4�12॥

Also, [in two other cases], the degrees of declination are subtracted from the

degrees of co-latitude; there will be the degrees of the meridian altitude. All the

rest of the procedure is as before.//12

lŋkAyAmT golEdvty� �A�(y� nnvEtpErf�qm̂ ।
m@yonntBAgA, -y� l�bA\fA, �A�(yBAv� t� ॥ 4�13॥ 6

1B: tdAB}vs� mtFq� B: s\(yktA
2B: �fkA B: �f� zktrA�
3B: dAE"Z
4B: �EBht\
5B: EnpEttA
6B: BAgA
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Now, on the equator, in both [hemi]-spheres, the remainder after subtracting

the declination from 90 will be the degrees of the meridian altitude; if there is no

declination, the degrees of co-latitude [themselves are the meridian altitude].//13

iEt ct� T, ॥ 1

Thus the fourth [chapter].

II.5 Chapter Five: Declination

E/\fEtt~\f�Ag{, frAsnAd�, �m�Z p∀ErkS=ym̂ । 2 B7b

m�qAEd∀/ym�v\ kkAEdE/tym� (�mf, ॥ 5�1॥ V6a

aT p� vvtt� lAEdE/ty\ pErkS=y tdn� mkrAdym̂ ।
&y� (�mf, pErkS=y\ �A�(yAnynopyogvfAt̂ ॥ 5�2॥

From the beginning of the arc (śarāsana ), at distances of thirty degrees each in

regular order, the three [signs] starting from Aries should be arranged; likewise [at

thirty degree intervals] the three [signs] starting from Cancer in the reverse order.//1
Now, the three [signs] beginning with Libra should be arranged [in regular order] as

before; thereafter the three [signs] beginning with Capricorn should be arranged in

the reverse order, for the sake of [their] use in determining the declination (krānty-

ānayana ).//2

uttrdE"Zr�KA�y-tg� Z�AE�tv� tts\yog� । 3

s\-TApy��m� gA-y\ tto_ks\pkBAEj rA[y\f� ॥ 5�3॥
aAroEpt� g� Z� yA\ �mjFvAm� EllK��m� gA-y\ tt̂ ।
sA y/ Dn� Eq l`nA t�AgAvED frAsn-yAd�, ॥ 5�4॥
gZy�dyAv�AgA\-tAv�AgA Bv�(�AE�t, ।

The cursor (mr.gāsya ) should be placed at the intersection of the cord that is

stretched along the north-south line and the declination circle; next, place the cord

on the degree of the zodiacal sign which is occupied by the sun;//3 the cursor

scratches (i.e., intersects) whichever horizontal line (krama-j̄ıvā ); where that [hori-

zontal line] touches the arc [at a point], up to that degree from the beginning of the

arc,//4 the degrees are to be counted; as many degrees there are, of so many degrees

will be the declination.

1B: iEt t� yct� To @y
2B: �kS=y
3B: s\yog
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p� vAnFt�A�t�BAgAnAdAy kAm�k-yAd�, ॥ 5�5॥
Echn\ c t/ k� (vA s� /\ s\yojy�dgZk, । 1
∀aT p� vAprr�KA-TpÑpÑAf 55 d\fjA r�KA ॥ 5�6॥ 2 B8a

s� /� y/ Evl`nA t(s\-pEf�yn� �m>yA -yAt̂ । 3

y/{v Dn� Eq l`nA tdvED cApAEdto gEZt{, ॥ 5�7॥
a\f{EmtA Kl� Bv�ds\fy\ �AE�trAnFtA । 4

sv/ pÑp�Afd\fjr�KA b� D{g}AhyA ॥ 5�8॥ 5

Having measured out the degrees of declination, which have been obtained pre-

viously, from the beginning of the arc//5 and having made a mark there, the as-

tronomer should join the cord [to that mark]. Then, the [vertical] line that arises

at 55 degrees on the east-west line//6 touches the cord at a point; there will be a

horizontal line (anukrama-jyā ) that touches (i.e., passes through) that point; that

[line] touches the arc at a point; up to that [point] from the beginning of the arc,//7
the degrees counted will no doubt measure the declination, which is [thus newly] ob-

tained. The wise should always take the [vertical] line arising from fifty-five degrees

[of the east-west line].//8

p� v{, prm�AE�tv�dd� g\fAE(mkA lNDA । 6
∀sAdý F�d� pl 17 E/\f�Ô 30 EDkìyE" 23 s\EmtAD� Enk{,॥ 5�9॥ 7 V6b

The maximum declination that consists of twenty-four degrees was obtained by

the ancients (pūrva ). [The same] by the moderns (ādhunika ) is tantamount to

twenty-three [degrees] increased by thirty minutes (ghat.ı̄ ) and seventeen seconds

(palas ).//9

iEt �AE�tEvcAr, pÑm, । 8

Thus the fifth [chapter], the deliberation on the declination.

1B: s� /\ B: s\yodg�
2B: �-Tp\cAfd\fjA
3B: t(-pEf�y� (�m>yA
4V:�A\EtsAnFt� In V, in the left margin is written, almost in the same hand, =yavanamatakrāntih.

2, with the same mark ‘=’ above krām. and ti. This remark (‘the declination according to the

Muslims’) presumably refers to the value given in the next verse (5.9).

5B: �fr�KA B: g}Ahy
6B: �d� g\fE(mkA sv/ kAS@yA (sarvatra crossed out)

7V: E/\f�EVÔ 30 B: E/\ft̂ GG B: �E"rXs\EmtAD� Evk{,
8B: iEt t� �A\EtEvcArA@yAy
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II.6 Chapter Six: Solar longitude

m@yonntBAg�<y, �AE�t\ EvâAy d{vâ, ।
Dn� rAd�rT prm�AE�t\ pErg� hy Ev�ys�(s� /m̂ ॥ 6�1॥
�mmOvF Dn� rAd�g�hFttA(kAEl∀k�A�t�, । 1 B8b

y/AE�	yEt s� /\ t/ m� gA-y\ ny�dgZk, ॥ 6�2॥
u(TA=y dE"Zottrr�KAmEDroEht� s� /� ।
-p� fEt m� gA-yAEDE¤td�fo(TA y/ kAm�k\ r�KA ॥ 6�3॥ 2

tdvED frAsnAd�gZy�EddnBt�r\fA, -y� , । 3

Dn� r�tt-t� gZy�(�A�tO s\"FymAZAyAm̂ ॥ 6�4॥ 4

The astronomer (daivajña ), after knowing the declination from the degrees of [the

sun’s] meridian altitude and having measured the maximum declination from the

beginning of the arc, should place the cord [at that point].//1 Where the horizontal

line (kramamaurv̄ı ) of the declination of that moment counted from the beginning of

the arc touches the cord, up to that point the astronomer (gan. aka ) should move the

cursor (mr.gāsya ).//2 When the cord is lifted up and placed on the south-north line,

the [horizontal] line that arises from that point occupied by the cursor touches the

arc at a point,//3 up to which point from the beginning of the arc he should count

[the degrees of the arc]; there will be the degrees of the sun’s [longitude]. When the

declination is decreasing, he should count from the end of the arc.//4

aT kAm�kAEdBAgAdg� hFttA(kAElk�A�t�, ।
�mjFvA y/{v �A�t�v�tt\ prAm� fEt ॥ 6�5॥
t/ �y-t\ s� /\ frAsn\ y/ s\-p� fEt ।
tdvED frAsnAEdmkoV�rAttA rv�r\fA, ॥ 6�6॥ 5

Again, the horizontal line (kramaj̄ıvā ) of the declination at that time counted

from the first degree of the arc touches the declination circle at a point;//5 the cord

placed there touches the arc at a point; up to that point from the first extremity of

the arc, are obtained the degrees of [the longitude of] the sun.//6

�A�(y� (T�mjFvA �A�t�v�tt\ n c�(-p� fEt । 6

t-yA\ EvDAy Echn\ tdA t� s� /\ ∀ny�dgZk, ॥ 6�7॥ B9a

1B: �movF
2B: Mp� fEt B: �EDE£t V: om. y/
3B: �r\fA
4B: �mAnAyA\
5B: �koV�r\t�r\fA,
6B: �A\(y� T�
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dE"Zr�KA\ c ct� Ev�fA\fopEr m� gA∀-ymAd@yAt̂ । 1 V7a

s\cAElt�_T s� /� -p� f�(�m>yA\ yd{v hErZA-ym̂ ॥ 6�8॥
s\-TApy�ttd{v kvEcdEp Dn� r\fk� s� /m̂ । 2

s� /AvED Dn� rAd�Bv�y� r\fA, shsrA\fo, ॥ 6�9॥

If the horizontal line (kramaj̄ıvā ) arising from the declination does not touch the

declination circle [for some reason], the astronomer (gan. aka ) should put a mark on

it (the horizontal line) and take the cord//7 to the south[-north] line. He should

place the cursor (mr.gāsya) at twenty-four degrees. Now, when the cord is moved

[to and fro], whenever the cursor (harin. āsya ) touches the horizontal line [marked

before],//8 then he should place the cord at some place in the degrees of arc. From

the beginning of the arc up to the cord will be the degrees of [the longitude of] the

sun.//9

iEt q£o_@yAy, ॥ 3

Thus the sixth chapter.

II.7 Chapter Seven: Terrestrial latitude

uttrgol\ gtvEt BA-vEt m@yonntA\f�q� । 4

�A�tO EnpAEttAyA\ f�qA\fA lMbBAgtA\ prAptA, ॥ 7�1॥
a�tnvEtEnpAEttpErEf£A-t� -y� r"A\fA, ।

When the sun is in the northern hemisphere, when the declination is subtracted

from the degrees of the sun’s meridian altitude, the remaining degrees become the

degrees of co-latitude.//1 When these are subtracted from ninety, those remaining

are the degrees of the terrestrial latitude (aks. ām. śa ).

DE"Zgol-T�_k� m@yonntBAgyoEjt�A�t�, ॥ 7�2॥ 5

a\fA-t ev lMbA\fkA nv(yA\ EnpAEttA, kAyA, । 6

avEf£AnT BAgAnvgQC�d"BAgAHyAn̂ ॥ 7�3॥ 7

1B: m� g=-y�
2B: s-TAp�
3B: iEt t� y, q£o
4B: m@yolltA\�
5V: m@yonnt, B: yoEjtA,
6B: EnpAtA,
7B: BAgAnvnvg�
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When the sun is in the southern hemisphere, the degrees of declination increased

by the degrees of meridian altitude [of the sun]//2 are the degrees of co-latitude.

These should be subtracted from ninety. The remaining degrees should be under-

stood as those called the degrees of latitude.//3

yEd m@yonntBAgA m� D�yA∀d� ttr/ rEvr/ । 1 B9b

�A�t�-tdA t� m@yonntBAg{yoEjt�q� BAg�q� ॥ 7�4॥ 2

n� n\ EnpAEttAyA nvt�, pErf�qm"A\fA, । 3

When the sun having the degrees of meridian altitude (i.e., when the sun is on

the meridian) is to the north of the zenith (mūrdhanya ), then from the degrees

of the declination increased by the degrees of the meridian altitude//4 ninety are

subtracted; the remainder are the degrees of latitude.

m@yonntBAgA, -y� lMbA\fA, �A�(yBAv� t� ॥ 7�5॥ 4

In the absence of the declination, the degrees of the meridian altitude [of the sun]

will be the degrees of co-latitude.//5

yE-m�kAl� BAn� ynngrEfr,pErB}m\ BjEt ।
tE-mnngr�_"A\fA â�yA tA(kAElkF �AE�t, ॥ 7�6॥

When the sun is performing the revolution at the zenith of a certain town at a

certain time, the degrees of latitude of that town should be known as the declination

at that time.//6

�y� nA, prm�A�t�r"A\fA y/ t/ t� QCAyA ।
uttrto dE"Zto BvEt kdA∀Eccc tdBAv, ॥ 7�7॥ V7b

If the degrees of latitude are less than the maximum declination at any place,

there the shadow will be to the north or to the south; sometimes it is absent.//7

aEDkA"BAgBAEgEn d�f� CAyottrt ev ।
dE"Zto l\kAyA, svEmd\ v{prF(y�n ॥ 7�8॥

1Em: �BAgo B: s� D�yA� B: rEvv� ttAn̂
2B: BAgq�
3B: n� nA\ B: �f�qto"A\fA,
4B: �BAgA-y� l�vAfA,
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In a locality having the degrees of latitude higher [than the maximum declination]

the shadow will only be in the north. All this will be the reverse in the south of the

equator.//8

�"AEZ yAEn f��ý �vpA�pErB}mZBAEÒ ।
1

bo@yA-t�qA\ m@yonntBAgA dFGlGv� ॥ 7�9॥ 2

tddvyyog-yA�� tdd�fFyA∀"BAgA, -y� , । 3 B10a

rEvm@yonntBAg�A�(yâAn� prkAro_ym̂ ॥ 7�10॥ 4

Of the stars that always revolve around the vicinity of the Pole, degrees of merid-

ian altitudes, both larger and smaller, should be known [by observation].//9 Half

the sum of these two will be the degrees of the latitude of those territories. This is

the procedure when the degrees of the meridian altitude and the declination of the

sun are not known.//10

i(y"A\fEvcAr, sptm, ॥ 5

Thus the seventh [chapter], the deliberation on the terrestrial latitude in degrees.

II.8 Chapter Eight: Shadow of the gnomon

�>vF EvprFtA c CAyA EdvEvDA b� D{zktA ।
s� /\ fŋko, Efrs[CAyAg}AvED Bv�(kZ, ॥ 8�1॥ 6

The wise say that the shadow is of two types: straight (r. ju ) and reverse (vipar̄ıta ).

The line from the top of the gnomon up to the tip of the shadow is the hypotenuse

(karn. a ).//1

uktE-/EvD, sptAŋg� l-tTA dvAdfAŋg� l, fŋk� , ।
7

q÷ŋg� l� t-y CAyA GEVkAvboDAy ॥ 8�2॥

The gnomon is said to be of three types: that having [a length of] seven

aṅgulas, that having [a length of] twelve aṅgulas and that having [a length of] sixty

1B: a"AEZ
2B: vO@yA� B: VFG�
3B: tdvy� B: BAgA
4B: âAn
5B: �EvcAro nAm sptmo @yAy,
6V: Efrs,[CAyA� B: Efrs-CAyA�
7B: sptAg� ls� TA
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aṅgulas. Its shadow is [employed] for knowing the ghat.ikā (i.e., for measuring time

in ghat.ikās ).//2

sptAŋg� l\ t� fŋk� \ sADqXŋg� lEmt\ k� yAt̂ ।
1

aTvA sAB}pyoED-vqE£BAg{, qXŋg� ElEB, ॥ 8�3॥
2

The gnomon of ‘seven aṅgulas’ should however be made with a measure of six

and half aṅgulas or, otherwise, six aṅgulas and forty of its own sixty divisions.//3

gEZt�q� kAm�kAd�BAnoEv�onntA\f�q� । 3

d@yA(s� /mTod`dE"Zr�KAg� hFt�<y, ॥ 8�4॥
fŋ̂kvŋg� Els\Hy�<yo BAg�<y, proE(TtA �m>yA t� ।

4

∀y/AE�	yEt s� /\ tdd�fAd� E(Tto(�m>yAHyA ॥ 8�5॥ 5 B10b

prAcFpE�mr�KA\ s\gQC�dy/ t/ Kl� k��dý At̂ ।
yAv�to BAgA, ∀-y� [CAyA tAvE�rŋg� ElEB, ॥ 8�6॥

6 V8a

At the degrees of the sun’s observed (viddha ) altitude, which are counted from

the beginning of the arc, the cord should be placed. Then, where the horizontal

line arising from the units counted on the north-south line,//4 whose number is the

same as the aṅgulas of the gnomon, touches the cord, from that point a vertical line

arises//5 and joins the east-west line at a point; up to that point from the center as

many units there are, by so many aṅgulas the shadow is [measured].//6

Dn� rAd�Ev�onntBAgAnAdAy yojy�(s� /m̂ । 7

fŋ̂kvŋg� Els\Hy�<yo dE"Zr�KAEdto g� hFt�<y, ॥ 8�7॥
8

BAg�<y, �mjFvA g� Z\ -p� f�dy/ t/ c m� gA-ym̂ ।
s\-TA=y dE"Zottrr�KAyA\ yojy�(s� /m̂ ॥ 8�8॥ 9

y/ m� gA-y\ Et¤�ttdd�fAvED c k��dý to gEZtA, ।
yAv�to BAgA, -y� , kZ-tAvE�rŋg� ElEB, ॥ 8�9॥

10

1B: sptAg� l\ t� f\k�
2B: �BAg�, B: �ElEB
3B: gEZt�q� kAd�eBAtAEv�o�
4B: BAg�<yo
5V: �E(TtA�m�
6B: yAvto BAgA -y� QCAyA B: �ElEB
7B: �d�Ev�o� B: yojy�f� /\
8B: f\kvg� El�
9B: s\-TA�p

10B: BAgA B: vE�,r\g� El�
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Having counted the degrees of the observed altitude [of the sun] from the be-

ginning of the arc, one should put the cord there. From [the point of] the degrees

equal to the aṅgulas of the gnomon counted from the beginning of the south-north

line//7 a horizontal line [arises and] touches the cord at a point. Having placed the

cursor at that point, one should join the cord to the south-north line.//8 Up to the

point where the cursor rests, as many units are counted from the center, by so many

aṅgulas the hypotenuse is [measured].//9

EvprFtQCAyAmEp jAnFyAd�vm�v s� DF, । 1

g}AhyA, frAsnA�tAd� nntBAgA iEt Evf�q, ॥ 8�10॥

The intelligent person should understand the reverse shadow also in the same

manner. [But] the difference is that the altitude degrees [of the sun] should be

counted from the end of the arc [of the quadrant].//10

∀-vSp�q� nntBAg�q� kAm�kAd�g�hFt�q� । 2 B11a

s� /\ EvEnEhtmAdyA\ �mjFvA\ y/ s\-p� f�cc tt, ॥ 8�11॥ 3

uEdto(�mjFvA prA?pE�mr�KA\ sm� EllK�dy/ । 4

tdd�fAvED k��dý AdgZy��AgA��m�Z gEZtâ, ॥ 8�12॥
t� fŋ̂kvŋg� Els\HyAEnhtA� BvE�t yAv�t, ।
t(kAlFnA CAyA â�yA tAvE�rŋg� ElEB, ॥ 8�13॥

5

s� /\ ydA EdvtFy�mjFvA\ s\-p� f�ttdA BAgAn̂ ।
aŋg� Els\HyADhtA�k� yA(prto_Ep kSpy�d�vm̂ ॥ 8�14॥

The cord, placed [on the arc] at the small number of altitude degrees counted

from the beginning of the arc, touches the first horizontal line at a point, from

which point//11 a vertical line arises and intersects the east-west line at a point, up

to which point, from the center, the mathematician should count the units one by

one.//12 As many as these [units will be when] multiplied by the number of aṅgulas

in the gnomon, by so many aṅgulas, it should be known, the shadow at that time is

[measured].//13 When the cord touches the second horizontal line, then one should

multiply the units by half of the number of aṅgulas [in the gnomon]. After that also,

one should proceed in the same way.//14

1VB: �tCAyA� B: �d�vm{v
2B: �kAd�g� hF�
3V: �EhtmAdyA B: �EhtAmAdyA\ B: �jFvA
4B: �jFv
5B: �ElEB
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Ev�onntBAgA�Dn� rAd�∀rAdAy t�t� mADAy । V8b

tAn�v Dn� ,prA�tAdgZy�ttEnngto(�m>yA t� ॥ 8�15॥
y/AElŋgEt s� /\ t/ m� gA∀-y\ EnDAt&ym̂ । 1 B11b

s� /�_T dE"Zottrr�KAmEDroEht� m� gA-y\ tt̂ ॥ 8�16॥
y/{v s\E-Tt\ tdd�fAvED k��dý to gEZtA, । 2

yAv�AgA-tAvQCAyA q÷ŋg� l-y Bv�t̂ ॥ 8�17॥
3

Having taken (counted) the number of the observed altitude degrees [of the sun]

from the beginning of the arc, and having placed the cord [at that point], one should

count the same [number] from the end of the arc. The vertical line that arises from

there//15 embraces (touches) the cord at a point, where the cursor (mr.gāsya ) should

be placed. Then, when the cord is [rotated and] mounted on the south-north line,

that cursor//16 is situated at a point; up to that point, from the center, as many

units are counted, so many [aṅgulas] will be [the length of] the [reverse] shadow of

the gnomon of sixty aṅgulas.//17

iEt CAyAEvcAro_£mo_@yAy, ॥ 4

Thus the eighth chapter, the deliberation on the shadow [of the gnomon].

II.9 Chapter Nine: Altitude of the sun

fŋ̂kvŋg� Els\Hy�<yo dE"Zr�KAEdto g� hFt�<y, ।
5

BAg�<yo EnyAtA �mjFvAs\EâtA r�KA ॥ 9�1॥
tQCŋk� QCAyAŋg� Els\HyA\f�<y� p� vr�KAd�, ।

6

gEZt�<yo EnyAtAm� (�mjFvA\ sm� EllK�dy/ ॥ 9�2॥
s� /\ t/ EvEnEht\ y/ E-TEtm�Et kod�X� ।
tdvED frAsnAd�gEZtA BAgA, sm� nntA\fA, -y� , ॥ 9�3॥ 7

EvprFtQCAyAyA, s� ∀yonntBAgEjâAs� , । B12a

tAn�v kAm�kA�tAdgZy��AgAEnEt Evf�q, ॥ 9�4॥

The horizontal line called kramaj̄ıvā, which arises from the degrees equal in num-

ber to the aṅgulas on the gnomon and counted on the south[-north] line from its

beginning,//1 intersects the vertical line, which arises from the point of the units

1B: En@yAt&y\
2B: gEZt,
3B: ��Ag-tAvCAyA
4B: iEt t� yy\/� CAyAEvvAro nAmA£mo @yAy,
5V: �r�KAg� hFt�<y,
6B: tC\k� �
7B: frAfnA� B: �tA\fA
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equal in number to the aṅgulas of the shadow of that gnomon and counted on the

east[-west] line from its beginning, at a point;//2 the cord placed over that point

rests on the arc; up to that point [indicated by the cord], from the beginning of the

arc, the degrees are counted; they will be the altitude degrees [of the sun].//3 One

who wishes to know the degrees of the sun’s altitude from the reverse shadow of the

gnomon should count the same degrees [of altitude as mentioned above] from the

end of the arc; this is the difference.//4

sptAŋg� l-y fŋkory\ EvEDdvAdfAŋg� l-yAEp ।
1

n t� q÷ŋg� lfŋkoEvâ�yo gEZtt�vâ{, ॥ 9�5॥
2

This is the procedure for the gnomon of seven digits (aṅgulas ) and also for the

gnomon of twelve digits (aṅgulas ), but not for the gnomon of sixty digits (aṅgulas );

this should be known to those who are experts in mathematics.//5

iEt s� yonntA\fEvcAro nAm nvmo_@yAy, । 3

Thus the ninth chapter entitled the deliberation on the the sun’s altitude in

degrees.

II.10 Chapter Ten: Length of the day and the night

aAropy�(sm� nntBAg(v\ tAvd"BAg�q� ।
aT q÷ŋg� lfŋk� QCAyApErmAZmvgQC�t̂ ॥ 10�1॥

4

∀CAyA\fAnprAfAprAcFr�KAEdto gZy�t̂ । 5 V9a

t>jAto(�mjFvA Dn� rAd�, pErg� hFt�q� ॥ 10�2॥ 6

�A�(yA\f�q� EvEnEht\ s� /\ y/{v s\-p� f�tt/ ।
Echn\ k� vFt tt, �mjFvA y/ kAm�k� Et¤�t̂ ॥ 10�3॥ 7
∀tdd�fAvED gEZtA Dn� rAd�r\fkA�rAD� -yAt̂ । B12b

uttrgol-T�_k� tnnv(yA yoEjt\ Edvg� EZt\ c ॥ 10�4। 8

vAsrfrAsn\ -yA(q÷EDkftE/tym@y� । 9

1B: �l-y vAf\ko,
2B: �f\k�Ev�
3V: iEt s� yonntA\fEvcAro nvm, । B: EvvAro
4B: �mAZmAZmv�
5B: r�KAEdBAgAto
6B: t>jAt�(�m�
7B: Evhn\
8B: snv(yA, which is metrically better but which would cause disagreement of gender. V:

originally yoEjt� Edvg� EZt�, which has been corrected to yoEjt\ Edvg� EZt\ c. B: yoEjto Edvg� EZt�.
9B: vAsr\ frAsr\ frAsn\ V: �EGkft/ym@y�
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t(pAEttAvEf£\ rAE/Dn� BvEt Enym�n ॥ 10�5॥

One should first apply the state of being altitude degrees to the [co-]latitude

degrees (i.e., treat the colatitude as the altitude) and know the length of the shadow

of the sixty-aṅgula gnomon.//1 One should count the units in the shadow from the

beginning of the west-east line. The vertical line (utkramaj̄ıvā ) arising from these//2
touches the cord, placed at the degrees of declination counted from the beginning of

the arc, at a point, where one should put a mark (cihna ); the horizontal line (krama-

j̄ıvā ) [arising] from there rests on the arc at a point;//3 the degrees counted up to

that point from the beginning of the arc will be half of the ascensional difference

(carārdha ). When the sun is in the northern hemisphere, that (carārdha ), increased

by ninety and doubled,//4 will be the arc of the day. When this is subtracted from

360, the remainder will be the arc of the night inevitably.//5

dE"Zgol-T�_k� (yj�nnv(yAEmEt Evf�q, ।
lŋkAdE"ZBAg� EvprFt\ Dnm� Z\ k� yAt̂ ॥ 10�6॥

When the sun is in the southern hemisphere, [the carārdha] should be subtracted

from ninety: this is the difference. In the south of the equator (laṅkā), the positive

and negative signs should be reversed [in the procedure taught above].//6

iEt EdvsrAE/EvcAro dfm, । 1

Thus the tenth [chapter], the deliberation on [the length of] the day and night.

III Commentary

III.1 Chapter One: Construction of the instrument

Verses 1.7-14ab: Construction of the surface of the quarter circle

Bhūdhara’s instructions for constructing the sine quadrant can be understood

from the reconstruction below.

1B: iEt vVA�EvvAro nAm dfmo @yAy, ।
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The arc of the quarter circle is graduated into 90 degrees and each group of 5 or

6 degrees are marked by distinct lines. The following is a tentative reconstruction.

5
15
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206
12

18

Fig. 2

Verses 1.14cd-18ab: Construction of the attachements

Here Bhūdhara instructs that, after marking the quarter circle with series of lines

parallel to the two radii and a graduated scale on the arc (see verses 1.7-14ab above),

a plumb line with a weight should be suspended from the center of the quarter circle

and two sighting vanes (kūt.a ) be attached to one of the radian sides. About the

sighting vanes, he cites three different practices: some people equip both the sighting

vanes with holes, some others attach a sighting tube (nalikā ), and yet some others

bore a hole only in the sighting vane close to the center and observe the stars through

that single hole. The third practice is clearly wrong and the text is corrupt here.

The text is also incomplete, because it does not mention the declination circle

(krānti-vr. tta ), the half circle (vr. ttārdha-rekhā ) drawn with the south-north line as

the diameter, and the bead or cursor (mr.ga-āsya ) that slides along the cord of the

plumb-line. But these elements are essential for the various types of procedures

described from the third chapter onwards. These are shown in the following figure.
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Technical terms

anta: The end.

ādi: The beginning.

utkramajyā: A vertical line. See N.B. below.

kārmuka: The arc of the quadrant. See dhanus below.

kūt.a: A projection having a hole or a groove or a tube for sighting.

kendra: The center.

kramajyā: A horizontal line. See N.B. below.

krāntivr. tta: The declination circle whose radius (r) is R sin ε = 60 sin 23; 30, 17 ≈
24. See verses 5.5cd-8 and 5.9.

gurugolaka: A heavy round weight or plumb.

chidra: The hole for tying the cord.

daks. in. ottararekhā: The south-north line graduated into R (= 60) units.

dhanuranta: The end of the arc.

dhanurādi: The beginning of the arc.

dhanus: The arc of the quadrant graduated into 90 degrees. ādimadhanus (the first

or original arc) for differentiation.

pūrvapaścimarekhā: The east-west line graduated into R (= 60) units.

mr.gāsya/harin. āsya: A cursor that slides on the cord (lit. ‘the face, i.e., the begin-

ning, of Capricorn’), a term used originally for the pointed projection at the

first point of Capricorn on the rete of the astrolabe.

vr. ttārdharekhā: The line of the semicircle whose diameter lies on the south-north

line. See verse 3.22.

vyāsa: Usually means the diameter of a circle but here used for the two orthogonal

radii, namely, the east-west and the south-north lines of the quadrant.

sūtra: A cord with the weight and the cursor.
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N.B. The terms kramajyā and utkramajyā usually mean the ‘sine’ and the

‘versed sine’ respectively, but in this work they denote respectively ‘horizontal’ and

‘vertical’ lines, which are orthogonal to each other just like the ‘sine’ and the ‘versed

sine’. Note that the author uses simply jyā or j̄ıvā or maurv̄ı (‘chord’) and śara or

bān. a (‘arrow’) respectively for ‘sine’ (see 3.2-7,24, etc.) and ‘versed sine’ (see 3.11,

12, 14, 16, etc.).

III.2 Chapter Two: Measuring the altitude

Verses 2.1-3: Measuring the sun’s altitude

α

α

Fig. 4

III.3 Chapter Three: Arc, chord (sine) and arrow (versine)

Verses 3.1-2: arc (θ < 90) → chord (J = R sin θ)
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jyā: Chord, i.e., half chord or sine.

dhanuram. śa: Degrees of the arc.

dhanuram. śottharekhā: Line that arises from the degrees of the arc.

militā: Merged with or mapped onto.

Verse 3.3: arc (90 < θ < 180) → chord (J = R sin θ)

If α+ β = 180 (α < β), then

R sinβ = J = R sinα.
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Verses 3.4-5: chord (J = R sin θ) → arc (θ)
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sam. gatā: associated, united, met.

Verse 3.6: Chord for 90 degrees and interpolation

R sin 90 = 60, where R = 60. The rule of three (and hence linear interpolation)

should be employed for the interstices between the 60 lines.

Verses 3.7-10ab: Treatment of arcs greater than 90 degrees

These verses prescribe the conversion of arcs greater than 90 degrees to those

smaller than 90 degrees:

1. If 90 < θ < 180 → θ′ = 180− θ;

2. If 180 < θ < 270 → θ′ = 270− θ;

3. If 270 < θ < 360 → θ′ = 360− θ.

In these cases, we have the following relations,

1. R sin θ = R sin θ′ (cf. verse 3.3 above)

2. R sin θ = −R cos θ′

3. R sin θ = −R sin θ′

However, the second case actually meant by the author may be:

2’. If 180 < θ < 270 → θ′ = θ − 180,

in which case we have the relation,

2’. R sin θ = −R sin θ′,
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and one can use the jyā (Rsine) with a positive or a negative sign for any value of

θ after the conversion, although the two manuscripts used for the present edition

do not support this reading. These rules are necessary for the quadrant, which has

only the first 90 degrees.

Verses 3.10cd-12ab: arc (θ < 90) → arrow (s)

Procedure. Given an arc (θ) that is less than 90 degrees, count the degrees of the

given arc on the arc from its beginning and find the vertical line that arises from the

that point. Count the units of the east-west line from its end up to the point where

the vertical line touches. Obtained is the arrow or versed sine (s) of the given arc.

śara (s)

re
k
h
ā

dhanus (θ)

Fig. 8

Verses 3.12cd-14ab: arc (90 < θ < 180) → arrow (s)

Procedure. Given an arc (θ) that is greater than 90 degrees, subtract 90 from it.

Obtain the [half-]chord (Rsine) of the remainder (θ − 90) and add 60. Obtained is

the arrow of the given arc.

That is to say,

s = R vers θ = R sin(θ − 90) +R, where R = 60.

θθ−90

180−θ

60

60 vers θ

60 sin (θ−90)

θ−90

Fig. 9

Verses 3.14cd-16: arrow (s = Rversin θ < R) → arc (θ)

Procedure. Given an arrow (śara ) s (= R vers θ) that is less than R, count the

s on the east-west line of the sine quadrant from its end and find the corresponding

vertical line (utkramajyā ). Count the degrees (θ) from the extremity (kot.i ) of the

arc of the quadrant (ādima-dhanus ) up to the point indicated by the vertical line.

Obtained is the arc (θ) for the given arrow.
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Verses 3.17-19: arrow (s = Rversin θ > R) → arc (θ)

Procedure. Given an arrow, s (= R vers θ), greater than R(= 60), subtract 60

from it. Find a horizontal line of that length that arises from the south-north line

and that touches the arc. Count the degrees of the arc from the the south-north

line to the point which the horizontal line touches. Add 90 to the degrees obtained.

The sum is the arc (θ) for the arrow.

That is to say,

θ = R arcsin(s−R) + 90, where R = 60.

90

60
s−60

60 arcsin (s−60)

s

s−60

Fig. 11

Verse 3.20: Relationship of arc (dhanus) and half chord (ardha-jyā)

dhanus

ardhajyā

Fig. 12

Verses 3.21-24ab: arc (θ) → chord (J)

Procedure. Given an arc (θ), place the cord (sūtra) at θ on the arc. Slide the

cursor called mr.gāsya on the cord and place it at the intersection of the cord and

the line of the semicircle (vr. ttārdha-rekhā). Rotate the cord onto the north-south

line. Read the point (J) indicated by the cursor. Then, J = R sin θ.
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Verses 3.24cd-27: chord (J) → arc (θ)

This is the reverse of the preceding rule (verses 21-24ab).

Procedure. Given a sine J (= R sin θ), put the cord on the south-north line and

place the cursor (mr.gāsya ) of the cord at J . Rotate the cord so that it may cut the

line of the semicircle at the cursor. Read the degrees (θ) on the arc indicated by the

cord.

 θ
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Fig. 14

Verses 3.28-31ab: arc (θ) → arrow (s)

Procedure. Given an arc (θ), count the degrees on the arc from its end and fix

the point. Stretch the cord up to that point and place the cursor at the intersection

of the cord and the line of the semicircle. Rotate the cord up to the east-west line

and read the degrees on the line from its end up to the cursor. Obtained is the arrow

(śara), s = R vers θ.
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Verses 3.31cd-34: arrow (s) → arc (θ)

This is the reverse of the preceding rule (verses 28-31ab).

Procedure. Given an arrow (śara), s = R vers θ, count the number of the units

in s on the east-west line from its end. Stretch the cord on the east-west line and

place the cursor at that point. Rotate the cord so that the cord may cut the line

of the semicircle at the cursor. Count the degrees on the arc from its end up to the

point indicated by the cord. Obtained is the arc for the arrow, θ = R arcvers s.
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Verse 3.35: Complementary arc

The relationship of an arc (θ < 90) and ‘its complementary arc’ (θ̄) is: θ+ θ̄ = 90.

Its expression in the verse, tatsam. pūrn. am. kārmukam, which literally means ‘an arc

filled with it’, is difficult to understand.

III.4 Chapter Four: Meridian altitude of the sun

Verses 4.1-2: Observation of the meridian altitude (α) of the sun

When it is getting closer to the time of midday, the observer measures the

sun’s altitude many times (see verses 2.1-3 above). Let the values obtained be

αi. Generally, the sequence increases up to a term and decreases after that:

α1 ≤ α2 ≤ · · · ≤ αm−1 ≤ αm ≥ αm+1 ≥ · · · ≥ αn. Then, the maximum value

(αm) is the sun’s meridian altitude (α).

Verses 4.3-5: Possible range of the sun’s positions on the meridian
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The possible range of the sun’s positions on the meridian and the possible direc-

tions of the noon shadow depend on the latitude (φ) of the locality. In the following

table, ε denotes the maximum declination of the sun, which is regarded as 24 degrees

in these verses (cf. verses 5.5cd-8 and 5.9); the p’s stand for ‘possible’.

Possible range of the sun’s positions on the meridian

Left (north) Zenith Right (south)

Locality (shadow to right) (no shadow) (shadow to left)

φ < ε p p p

φ = ε p p

φ > ε p

Verses 4.6-10: Latitude (φ) and declination (δ) → meridian altitude (α), case 1

The colatitude is defined as: φ̄ = 90− φ.

If the locality (φ) is in the north and the declination (δ) is in the north:

φ̄+ δ < 90 → α = φ̄+ δ sun in the southern hemisphere

φ̄+ δ = 90 → α = φ̄+ δ sun at the zenith

φ̄+ δ > 90 → α = 180− (φ̄+ δ) sun in the northern hemisphere

δ

φ

NP
Eq

α

φ

Fig. 17

Verse 4.11: Latitude (φ) and declination (δ) → meridian altitude (α), case 2

If the locality (φ) is in the south and the declination (δ) is in the south, the

position of the sun is reversed:

φ̄+ δ < 90 → α = φ̄+ δ sun in the northern hemisphere

φ̄+ δ = 90 → α = φ̄+ δ sun at the zenith

φ̄+ δ > 90 → α = 180− (φ̄+ δ) sun in the southern hemisphere

δ
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φ

Fig. 18
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Verse 4.12: Latitude (φ) and declination (δ) → meridian altitude (α), cases 3 and

4

Case 3: If the locality (φ) is in the north and the declination (δ) is in the south,

then α = φ̄− δ and the sun is in the southern hemisphere.

Case 4: If the locality (φ) is in the south and the declination (δ) is in the north,

then α = φ̄− δ and the sun is in the northern hemisphere.

Verse 4.13: Latitude (φ) and declination (δ) → meridian altitude (α), case 5

If the place is on the equator (φ = 0 and φ̄ = 90), then α = 90 − δ and the sun

is in the northern or southern hemisphere according to whether the declination is in

the northern or southern hemisphere; if δ = 0, then α = 90.
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III.5 Chapter Five: Declination

Verses 5.1-2: Arrangement of the twelve signs on the quadrant
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Verse 5.3-5ab: sun’s longitude (λ) → declination (δ)

Procedure. Given the longitude (λ) of the sun (arka), find the corresponding

point on the arc according to the arrangement of the twelve signs described above

(verses 5.1-2). Place the cursor (mr.gāsya ) at the intersection of the cord placed

on the south-north line and the declination circle (krānti-vr. tta). Rotate the cord

up to the point corresponding to the solar longitude and find the horizontal line

(kramaj̄ıvā) passing through the cursor. Count the number of degrees on the arc
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from its beginning up to the point indicated by the horizontal line. Obtained is the

declination (δ) of the sun.

In this procedure, it is actually not necessary to make use of the cursor as long

as the declination circle is drawn on the quadrant, because the horizontal line that

indicates the declination to be obtained can be determined, without the cursor,

by the intersection of the declination circle itself and the cord positioned at the

longitudinal point of the arc. Using the cursor, therefore, seems to have been meant

for such cases where the declination circle is not entirely available for some reason.

Cf. verses 6.7-9 below.
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Rationale. From the similar right trilaterals on the quadrant, we have the re-

lationship, R : R sinλ = r : ℓ, where r = R sin ε. On the other hand, from the

similar right trilaterals inside the celestial sphere (gola), we have the relationship,

R : R sin ε = R sinλ : R sin δ, which can be rewritten as R : R sinλ = R sin ε :

R sin δ. Hence follows ℓ = R sin δ.

R
Rsin ε

Rsin δ

Rsin λ

ghaṭikā-maṇḍala

apamaṇḍala

Fig. 22

Verses 5.5cd-8: Conversion of the sun’s declination (δ → δ′ )

Procedure. Given the declination (δ) of the sun, measure it out on the arc from

its beginning and put a mark (cihna) there. Stretch the cord up to the mark. Find

the horizontal line (anukramajyā) passing through the intersection of the cord and

the vertical line at 55 on the east-west line. Count the number of degrees on the arc

from its beginning up to the point indicated by the horizontal line. Obtained (δ′) is

the declination converted to the solstice day.
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Rationale. Let t = R cos ε. Then, t ≈ 55. From the similar right trilaterals on

the quadrant, we have the relationship, R cos δ : R sin δ = t : ℓ. Hence follows

ℓ = R sin δ′ = R sin δ × R cos ε

R cos δ
.

R cos δ and R cos ε are the radii of the sun’s diurnal circles on a given day and

on the solstice day, respectively.

The last statement of this paragraph (verse 5.8cd: ‘The wise should ...’) is

probably meant for stressing the superiority of 55 as the value of R cos ε, which

seems to have been obtained from the ‘modern’ value of ε, 23; 30, 17, in comparison

with the value obtained from the ‘ancient’ value, 24. See the next verse.

ε R sin ε (= r) R cos ε (= t)

24 24.4 (= 242
5) 54.8 (= 544

5)

23;30,17 23.9 (= 23 9
10) 55.0 (= 55)

Verse 5.9: Two values of the maximum declination

ε = 24: by the ancients

ε = 23; 30, 17: by the moderns

Bhūdhara uses the terms, ghat.ı̄ and pala, respectively for ‘minute’ and ‘second’

of arc. This is a most unusual usage which is not attested in any other text. These

terms are actually used as sexagesimal time units: 602 palas = 60 ghat.ı̄s (or ghat.ikās)

= 1 dina (day, i.e., day and night).1

This ‘modern’ (ādhunika) value, 23; 30, 17, has been attributed to al-Qūshj̄ı in

the Hayatagrantha.2

1See, for example, Bhāskarācārya, op. cit., p. 18 (Grahagan. itādhyāya, madhyamādhikāra, kāla-

māna, verses 17d-18a).

2Hayata, ed. by V. Bhattācārya, Varanasi 1967, p. 24.
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aT nAXFvly�AE�tv� ttyo, prmA�tr\ kk� mkr� vA m{lk� llF s\âA prm�AE�t, rsdg}�T�q�
nAnAEvDA d� £AE-t। allAm kOfjF nAmA ul� kv�g-y g� zp� /o vdEt a-mdý sdg}�T�q� prm-
�AE�tr\fAdyA 23। 30। 17 d� £A iEt।
Now, the maximum difference between the celestial equator (nād. ı̄-valaya ) and the eclip-

tic (krānti-vr. tta ) occurs in Cancer (karka ) and Capricorn (makara ). The maximum

declination called mailakull̄ı (mail kull̄ı ) [in Arabic] has been variously determined in

books of observation.1 The son of the teacher of Ulugh Beg (ulūkavega), by name
cAllāmā Qūshj̄ı (allāmakauśaj̄ı ), says: ‘The maximum declination [in the units] begin-

ning with degree was determined as 23/30/17 in our books of observation.’

The Hayatagrantha is a Sanskrit rendering of al-Qūshj̄ı’s Risālah dar hay’ah. The

above passage has been attributed to an anonymous collaborator of the anonymous

translator.2

According to Khafri, this value was found in the observations that were under-

taken under the auspices of Ulugh Beg at Samarqand.3

The maximum declination, ‘23; 20, 17’, that occurs on p. 94 of the Hayata-

grantha should probably be corrected to 23; 30, 17, which value is found in one of

the manuscripts (fn. 6). In all other cases, however, the ‘ancient’ or traditional

value, 24, is used in this work also. Moreover, the Hayatagrantha uses not ghat.ı̄ but

the traditional name kalā for the sixtieth part of a degree (am. śa ). Therefore, the

Hayatagrantha may not have been Bhūdhara’s source.

III.6 Chapter Six: Solar longitude

Verse 6.1-4: sun’s meridian altitude (α) → longitude (λ)

Procedure. Given the meridian altitude (α), calculate the declination at that

moment by

δ = φ+ α− 90.

Count off the obtained degrees of the declination on the arc from its beginning.

Stretch the cord up to the point of the maximum declination (ε) and place the cursor

(mr.gāsya ) at the intersection of the cord and the horizontal line (kramamaurv̄ı ) that

meets the point of the declination (δ). Rotate the cord up to the south-north line.

Count the degrees of the arc from its beginning up to the point indicated by the

horizontal line that arises from the point of the cursor on the south-north line.

1rasadagrantha < Ar. ras.d + Skt. grantha

2David Pingree, ‘Indian Reception of Muslim Versions of Ptolemaic Astronomy,’ Tradition,

Transmission, Transformation: Proceedings of Two Conferences on Premodern Science Held at the

University of Oklahoma, ed. by F. J. Ragep and S. P. Ragep, Leiden 1996, pp. 471-85, esp. 476.

3F. J. Rajep (ed.), Nas. ı̄r al-Dı̄n al-T. ūs̄ı̄ı’s Memoir on Astronomy: al-tadhkira f̄ı cilm al-hay’a,

New York 1993, p. 394.
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Obtained is the sun’s longitude (λ).

When the declination (δ) is decreasing (i.e., 90 < λ < 180 or 270 < λ < 360),

count the degrees for λ from the end of the arc (cf. verses 5.1-2).
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Rationale. From the similar right trilaterals on the quadrant, we have the relation,

R : R sin ε = u : R sin δ. On the other hand, from the similar right trilaterals inside

the celestial sphere (cf. Fig. 22), we have the relation, R : R sin ε = R sinλ : R sin δ.

Hence follows u = R sinλ.

Verse 6.5-6: sun’s declination (δ) → longitude (λ)

Procedure. Given the declination (δ), measure it out on the arc from its be-

ginning. Stretch the cord over the intersection of the declination circle and the

horizontal line (kramaj̄ıvā ) that meets the point of the declination (δ). Count the

number of degrees on the arc from its beginning up to the point indicated by the

cord. Obtained is the sun’s longitude (λ).
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r

R

δ

λ

kramajīvā

krāntivṛtta

sūtra

(arka)

l

Fig. 26
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Rationale. From the similar right trilaterals on the quadrant, we have the relation,

R : ℓ = r : R sin δ, or R : r = ℓ : R sin δ, where r = R sin ε. On the other hand,

from the similar right trilaterals inside the celestial sphere (cf. Fig. 22), we have

the relation, R : R sin ε = R sinλ : R sin δ. Hence follows ℓ = R sinλ.

Verses 6.7-9: When the horizontal line that arises from the declination does not

touch the declination circle

If the quadrant has the declination circle, it inevitably intersects the horizontal

line that arises from the point of declination on the arc. Therefore, the situation

intended here must be either (1) the case where the quadrant does not have the

declination circle or (2) the case where the declination circle on the quadrant is not

entirely available. Cf. verses 5.3-5ab above.

Procedure (cf. Fig. 26). Put a mark for memory on the horizontal line that arises

from the point of the given declination. Place the cursor of the cord at the point

of Sin ε (= 24 units) on the south-north line. Rotate the cord and fix it on a point

of the arc so that the cursor may touch the marked horizontal line. The rest of the

procedure is the same as above (verses 6.5-6).

III.7 Chapter Seven: Terrestrial latitude

Verses 7.1-2ab: sun’s meridian altitude (α) and northern declination (δ) → latitude

(φ)

Calculation.

φ = 90− φ̄, where φ̄ = α− δ

δ

φ

φ

NP
Eq

α

φ

Fig. 27

Verses 7.2cd-3: sun’s meridian altitude (α) and southern declination (δ) → latitude

(φ)

Calculation.

φ = 90− φ̄, where φ̄ = α+ δ
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δ

φ

φ

NP

Eq

α

φ

Fig. 28

Verses 7.4-5ab: sun’s meridian altitude (α) and northern declination (δ) greater than

the latitude → latitude (φ)

Calculation.

φ = α+ δ − 90

δ

φ

φ

NP

Eq

α

Fig. 29

Verse 7.5cd: When the declination is absent (δ = 0)

When the declination is absent (δ = 0), the sun’s meridian altitude is equal to

the colatitude of the locality (φ̄).

φ

φ

NP

Eq

α = φ

Fig. 30

Verse 7.6: When the sun is at the zenith (α = 90)

When the sun is at the zenith (α = 90), the declination (δ) of that moment is

equal to the latitude of that place.
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φ

NP

Eq

δ = φ

Fig. 31

Verse 7.7: Direction of shadow when the latitude (φ) is smaller than the sun’s

maximum declination (ε)

The shadow of a gnomon falls sometimes toward north, sometimes toward south,

and sometimes disappears.

φ

φ

NP

Eq

ε

Fig. 32

Verse 7.8: Direction of shadow when the latitude (φ) is greater than the sun’s

maximum declination (ε)

The shadow of a gnomon always falls to the north.

φ

φ

NP

Eq

ε

Fig. 33

The latter half of verse 8 says that ‘All this will be the reverse in the south of

the equator,’ but in fact the only differences are the following three cases.

1. For a northern declination, φ = 90− φ̄, where φ̄ = α+ δ.

2. For a southern declination, φ = 90− φ̄, where φ̄ = α− δ.

3. When the latitude (φ) is greater than the sun’s maximum declination (ε), the

shadow of a gnomon always falls to the south.
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Cf. verses 4.11 and 12.

Verses 7.9-10: Determination of the latitude from meridian altitudes of a circumpolar

star

Calculation. Let the two meridian altitudes of a circumpolar star be α1 and α2.

Then,

φ =
α1 + α2

2

φNP

α1

α2

Fig. 34

III.8 Chapter Eight: Shadow of the gnomon

Verse 8.1: Two types of shadow

There are two types of shadow, horizontal and vertical, which Bhūdhara calls

‘straight’ (r. ju ) and ‘reverse’ (vipar̄ıta ), respectively. In both types, the line between

the top of the gnomon and the end of the shadow is called hypotenuse (karn. a).

g

α

c

g

c
k

k

α

ṛjucchāyā viparītacchāyā

Fig. 35

We have the relationships,

c = g tan(90− α) =
g

tanα
and c = g tanα,

respectively for the horizontal and vertical types, where g is the height of the gnomon,

α the sun’s altitude, and c the length of the shadow.

Though not mentioned explicitly by Bhūdhara, these relationships are the basis

of the rules that follow.

Verse 8.2: Three types of gnomon
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Bhūdhara classifies gnomons according to their lengths: 7 aṅgulas, 12 aṅgulas,

and 60 aṅgulas. In India, the length of the gnomon is divided traditionally into 12

aṅgulas. The gnomon of 60 aṅgulas is just a variant of the former, where each of

the 12 aṅgulas is further subdivided into 5 units. Gnomons of 7 feet are prevalent

in the Islamic world. On the back of the Islamic astrolabes are to be found shadow

squares for the gnomon of 7 feet and for that of 12 digits. Following this practice,

Sanskrit astrolabes also carry shadow squares for both the types of gnomons.1 In

literature, the gnomon of 7 aṅgulas is used for obtaining the shadow to be employed

in a formula for the portion of time elapsed before noon or remaining after noon,

which is prescribed in an anonymous arithmetical work Pañcavim. śatikā (before AD

1249),2 and presumably also in the Gan. itasārakaumud̄ı of T. hakkura Pherū (ca.

1315).3

Verse 8.3: Gnomon of seven aṅgulas

The gnomon classified as 7 aṅgulas is said to have an actual length of 6;30 or 6;40

aṅgulas. It is not clear why it should have a length which is less than 7 aṅgulas.

One would expect it to be slightly longer than 7 aṅgulas so that it could be buried

firmly in the ground.

Verses 8.4-6: sun’s altitude (α) → horizontal shadow (c)

Procedure. Given the altitude (α), measure it out on the arc from its beginning

and stretch the cord up to that point. Count the number of units in g on the

south-north line from its beginning and find the horizontal line (kramajyā ) at that

point. Find the vertical line (utkramajyā ) passing through the intersection of the

cord and the horizontal line. Count the number of units on the east-west line from

its beginning up to the point from which the vertical line arises. Obtained is the

length of the shadow (c).

1See, for example, Pingree, Eastern Astrolabes, pp. 198-99.

2Takao Hayashi (ed. & tr.), ‘The Pañcavim. śatikā in its Two Recensions: A Study in the Refor-

mation of a Medieval Sanskrit Mathematical Treatise,’ Indian Journal of History of Science 26 (4),

1991, 395-448, esp. 441-43.

3SaKHYa (ed. & tr.), Gan. itasārakaumud̄ı: The Moonlight of the Essence of Mathematics by

T. hakkura Pherū, New Delhi: Manohar, 2009, pp. 160-62.
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Verses 8.7-9: sun’s altitude (α) → hypotenuse (k)

Procedure. Given the altitude (α), measure it out on the arc from its beginning

and stretch the cord up to the point. Count the number of units in g on the south-

north line from its beginning and find the horizontal line (kramajyā ) at that point.

Place the cursor (mr.gāsya ) at the intersection of the cord and the horizontal line

and rotate the cord onto the south-north line. Count the number of units on the

south-north line from its beginning up to the point of the cursor. Obtained is the

length of the hypotenuse (k).

sūtra

g
kramajyā

α
k

rot
ate

d

mṛgāsya

Fig. 37

Verse 8.10: sun’s altitude (α) → vertical shadow (c)

The procedure is almost the same as in the case of the horizontal shadow (verses

4-6 above), the only difference being that the altitude (α) is counted on the arc from

its end.
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Verses 8.11-14: sun’s altitude (α) → horizontal shadow (c) when R sinα < g

If R sinα < g, the cord and the horizontal line that arises from g do not intersect.

In that case, the n-th horizontal line (n < g) is utilized in place of the g-th line.

Procedure. Given the altitude (α), measure it out on the arc from its beginning

and stretch the cord up to that point. Find the vertical line (utkramajyā ) passing

through the intersection of the cord and the n-th horizontal line (kramajyā ). Count

the number of units (cn) on the east-west line from its beginning up to the point

from which the vertical line arises. Then

c = cn × g

n
.

sūtra

g
kramajyā

α

cn

u
tk

ra
m

aj
y

ā

n-th kramajyā
n

Fig. 39

Rationale. Since tanα = n/cn on the quadrant,

c =
g

tanα
=

g

n/cn
= cn × g

n
.

Verses 8.15-17: sun’s altitude (α) → vertical shadow (c) when g = R = 60

Procedure. Given the altitude (α), measure it out on the arc from its end and

find the vertical line (utkramajyā ) that meets that point. Also measure out the same

altitude (α) from the beginning of the arc and stretch the cord up to that point.

Place the cursor at the intersection of the cord and the vertical line and rotate the

cord up to the south-north line. Count the units on the south-north line from its

beginning up to the cursor. Obtained (u) is the length of the shadow.
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Fig. 40

Rationale. From the similar right trilaterals on the quadrant, we have the relation,

R cosα : R = R sinα : u. Hence follows

u =
R×R sinα

R cosα
= R tanα = g tanα = c.

III.9 Chapter Nine: Altitude of the sun

Verses 9.1-4: shadow (c) → sun’s altitude (α)

Procedure. Measure out the units in c on the east-west line from its beginning

and find the vertical line (utkramaj̄ıvā ) that arises fron that point. Stretch the

cord through the intersection of the vertical line and the horizontal line (kramajyā )

that arises from g on the south-north line. Count the degrees on the arc from its

beginning up to the point indicated by the cord. Obtained is the sun’s altitude (α).
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Fig. 41

This is for a ‘straight shadow’. For a ‘reverse shadow’, we have to count the

degrees on the arc from its end.

Verse 9.5: Condition

The above rule is for the gnomons of g = 7 and 12 aṅgulas. When g = R = 60

aṅgulas, no horizontal line that arises from the point of g exists on the quadrant.
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III.10 Chapter Ten: Length of the day and the night

Verses 10.1-5: shadow (c) and declination (δ) → half of the ascensional difference

(ω) when α = 90− φ

Procedure. Measure out the units in c on the east-west line from its beginning

and find the vertical line (utkramaj̄ıvā ) that arises fron that point. Measure out the

degrees in δ on the arc from its beginning and stretch the cord up to that point.

Find the horizontal line (kramaj̄ıvā ) passing through the intersection of the cord and

the vertical line. Count the number of the degrees on the arc from its beginning up

to the point indicated by the horizontal line. Obtained (ω) is half of the ascensional

difference (cara ).
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Rationale. Let g = R and ‘apply the state of being altitude degrees to the [co-]

latitude degrees’, that is to say, α = 90− φ. Then, c=g/tanα = R tanφ. From the

similar right trilaterals on the quadrant, we have the relation, R cos δ : R sin δ = c : ℓ.

Hence follows ℓ = c tan δ = R tanφ tan δ.

On the other hand, from the next two figures we have the relations, R cosφ :

R sinφ = R sin δ : e and R cos δ : e = R : E. Hence follows E = R tanφ tan δ.

Hence follows ℓ = E = R sinω, where ω is called carārdha (‘half of the ascensional

difference’).

e

E

Rφφ

Eq

NP

NP
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R

e
E

Rcos δω
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Day-arc (vāsaradhanus ) = (90 + ω)× 2.

Night-arc (rātridhanus ) = 360−Day-arc.

Verse 10.6: Other three cases

The sign of ω in the calculation of the day-arc (verses 10.1-5) is plus or minus

according to the directions of the declination (δ) of the sun and of the latitude (φ)

of the locality.

Day-arc

δ in north δ in south

φ in north (90 + ω)× 2 (90− ω)× 2

φ in south (90− ω)× 2 (90 + ω)× 2
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